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ABSTRACT OF DMA PROJECT

CHIMURENGA CHEPFUNGWA:
A LIBERATED CULTURAL CURRICULUM FOR THE MADZIMBABWE SINGER
Chimurenga ChePfungwa is the self-liberation of the mind. Education can either
be an instrument for liberation or a tool for colonial indoctrination, brainwashing, and
enslavement — the European colonization of Africa in the late-nineteenth century and the
continent's epic efforts at self-liberation have amply taught us this.
Chimurenga ChePfungwa calls for the centering of ChiVanhu knowledge systems
such as Ngano, Tsumo neNziyo. ChiVanhu encapsulates Madzimbabwe indigenous
knowledge systems, cosmologies, and ways of being, and this paper insists on the
primacy of these ChiVanhu epistemologies for the construction of knowledge and
knowing.
Amagama ayadala. Words create. So much of the language currently circulating
scholarly discourse about Madzimbabwe’s history, present, and future, has all been
constructed through a colonial lens. Chimurenga ChePfungwa shatters that colonial lens
and refocuses the language on Vana Vevhu, the indigenous people of Madzimbabwe by
defining and utilizing Liberated Terms. Chimurenga ChePfungwa also creates Liberated
Zones — self-created locales that hold space for the awakening, healing, and deeper
exploration of individual and collective consciousness through cultural learning, relearning, memory and re-memory.
This paper offers a liberated account of Madzimbabwe’s socio-political history
and elucidates the stakes of cultural (re)production in Madzimbabwe. The paper also
offers an anthology of songs that summon the spirit of joy, healing, liberation, and
freedom.

KEYWORDS: Chimurenga ChePfungwa, Liberated Zones, Liberation, Madzimbabwe,
Zimbabwean Music, Mbira dzeVadzimu
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PART 1

CHAPTER 1

1.1 Introduction

I identify as a scholar of African self-liberation, a Gwenyambira (keeper and
practitioner of the Madzimbabwe mbira music tradition), storyteller, composer, singer,
and healer. Congolese scholar Kimbwandènde Kia Bunseki Fu-Kiau describes a healer or
N’anga, as someone who deploys all the tools available to them, to regenerate waning
energy.1 These tools can be a smile, reassuring touch, song, divination, storytelling,
medicinal herbs, nourishing food, or knowledge.2 Fu-Kiau also advocates for solutions to
African problems to be defined on African terms.3 The African term, and more
specifically, the ChiVanhu term that defines all the ways I choose to identify as, is
N’anga — a healer, artist, and supreme scholar.
The world is made of stories.4 Every community has foundational narratives
that undergird their sense of being. Over the last eleven years, I have dedicated my time
to collecting the stories of my community. In this paper, you will read stories that make
my world; stories that were presented to me as guidance in my quest to deepen my
understanding of our ChiVanhu cultural practices in Madzimbabwe. These transgenerational narratives are called Ngano.

1

Kimbwandende Kia Bunseki Fu-Kiau, Self-Healing Power and Therapy: Old Teachings from Africa
(Clifton, NJ: African Tree Press, 2001).
2
Ibid., 47.
3
Ibid., 3.
4
David R. Loy, The World is Made of Stories (Somerville, MA: Wisdom Publications, 2010).
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Ngano is a pedagogical, multimedia storytelling form that uses music, call-and-

response text, and movement to convey meaning. Mbira music and songs are often used
to accompany these Ngano. Here is a Ngano that Gwenyambira initiates in my family’s
bloodline are told:5

Narrator: Paivapo!
Audience: Dzepfunde!
Narrator: Paivapo!
Audience: Dzepfunde!6
Narrator: Kare kare pasi pasati parohwa nenyundu. Once upon a time, in the
beginning, Musikavanhu – the Creator, and Sikarudzi – the Mother of All
Immortal Beings, created the world. They began by forming the Tree of Life and
the first Goddess, Ma. All the world’s creations sprung from Ma and the Tree of
Life’s union. In all of Ma and the Tree of Life’s creation, there was none more
beautiful than Marimba, the Goddess of Music, and the Mother of All Singers.
The world birthed by Ma and Tree of Life was magnificent but silent. It was
Marimba who sang the music of the universe into being. The sound of
raindrops, the thundering storm, the waves crashing onto the shore were all of
Marimba’s divine compositions.

Now, on the peak of Mount Kilimanjaro, there lived a god, Nangai. Nangai had
been fatally wounded by another god in battle. Now, we know that only another
immortal being can kill a god. In the same vein, only another immortal being

can revive the life of a dying god. Nangai had heard Marimba’s songs and knew

5
6

All Ngano in this paper were told to the author by the elders in her community.
Paivapo! Dzepfunde! Is a call-and-response text that marks the beginning of a Ngano.
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that there was healing in her voice. Nangai set out on a mission to kill

Marimba, and absorb the goddess’ power into his own failing body so that he
would live. Nangai called upon his warriors, and they marched South to capture
and kill the goddess Marimba.

Marimba’s son learned of Nangai’s impending attack from the messenger birds
that sang to him every morning. He took his mother to a sacred cave and hid
her there. Then he assembled all the land's warriors to fight in the greatest
immortal battle ever witnessed since the beginning of time.
Marimba and Nangai’s warriors fought violently. Marimba’s son swore to
protect his mother and made sure that her hiding place was secure. But
Marimba heard the warriors warring one another, and the thought of innocent
blood being shed for her sake weighed heavily on her. Marimba began to sing.
The warriors heard this chilling song of death and stopped in their tracks:
Ndiudzeyi wo kwakaenda vamwe!
Hurombo gara wega!7
Marimba’s voice carried in it all the tears mankind would ever shed over the
senseless act of war. The warriors dropped their weapons and began to weep
inconsolably. Nangai’s callused heart softened, and he began weeping too. He

wept in acceptance of his defeat and impending death. Marimba began to weep,
and from her sweet, melodious tears, the tear-shaped metal keys of the mbira
were formed. And this is how the healing song of the mbira was handed down to

generation after generation of Gwenyambira. We stand as the keepers of the

7

See Chapter 5 for the music score and translation of Hurombo Gara Wega.
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mbira tradition, and when we sing and play, we are singing the songs of

Marimba’s healing Tears.
This Ngano tells the cosmological and mythological origins of music in
Madzimbabwe. The Ngano draws a connection between the mbira music played by

Gwenyambira today and its mystical connection to the great ancestral creators of
Madzimbabwe mbira music. The tradition of mbira music and healers is sacred. Spiritual
practitioners like the Gwenyambira or N’anga are required to nurture and maintain an
active, intimate connection with Nyikadzimu – the spiritual realm where all ancestors
reside. I experienced the power of the connection between spiritual practitioners and the
ancestors firsthand through my grandmother. My grandmother, VaChihera Mabel
Tawengwa, was a Svikiro – a spirit medium. During my childhood, we held mapira ceremonies of ancestral propitiation - at our home where Gwenyambira would play mbira
throughout the night until a moment, in the early hours of the morning, when my
grandmother would become possessed by the ancestral spirits of her bloodline. These
spirits would take over her body and offer guidance on familial conflicts, our harvest, and
how we ought to take care of one another. It was in this way that I was exposed to the
connection between music, ancestral spirits, and the well-being of the community.
I attended the Dominican Convent, an all-girls school in Harare established by

Catholic missionaries in 1892. In Grade 3, I remember excitedly telling my class about
the mapira ceremonies we had at our home. My teacher stood up and called me to follow
her outside the classroom. “We do not talk about those things here,” she said sternly,

admonishing me. “Those ceremonies are demonic, and this is a Christian school.”

4

That moment made an indelible impression on my childhood self. I was taught

to respect my teachers and to see them as all-knowing. The result of this experience was
that I listened to my teacher and categorically refused to participate in any more
ceremonies at home for years thereafter. I spent the rest of my time in Madzimbabwe

believing that my intellectual, spiritual, and artistic worth would be won by proving how
well I could abandon these allegedly demonic aspects of my culture by becoming a
civilized girl of good Christian conduct.
I came to the USA in August of 2008. Madzimbabwe had suffered a
catastrophic economic crisis and our political leadership was under global scrutiny. I was
delighted to leave Madzimbabwe; coming to the United States felt like an
accomplishment and a timely escape. The repeated neo-colonial messaging I had been
exposed to through media and school led me to believe that good things would only be
found outside of my country’s borders, and by extension, myself.
In June 2019, while experiencing directed racist attacks as a Young Artist at the
Glimmerglass Festival, my great-great-grandmother, Charwe, began visiting me in my
dreams. Charwe was a healer and a singer in her lifetime. She said she had heard my
sorrow-filled prayers and had come to heal me. I had attended this prestigious program
hoping to be nurtured in my craft; but instead, my energies had been drained fighting for

my dignity. I remembered the moment in Grade 3 where I was taught to shun my
ChiVanhu cultural traditions and believe in the alleged primacy of European musical
traditions, and I wondered how I had come to be so lost. For twenty years of my life, I

had pursued a classical music career simply because my piano teacher - an 86-year-old

5

German sister at the missionary school I attended in Zimbabwe - told me that I should.

And now I felt trapped by those expectations.
But under the transformative pressure of conflict, I began to reach clarity. With
Charwe as my guide, I vowed to reconcile with myself and heal. This moment marked

the birth of Chimurenga ChePfungwa - a journey of self-liberation - where I committed to
free myself from the spiritual, physical, intellectual, and emotional limitations I inherited
from Madzimbabwe’s painful colonial narrative. This journey called and still calls for a
remembering and a remembering of self. Coloniality decapitated our people spiritually
and epistemically. During the era of violent colonial invasion, VaNgezi would decapitate
our spiritual leaders because they were aware of the belief that one cannot enter
Nyikadzimu, the ancestral afterlife if one’s body parts are not intact. This spiritual
decapitation is felt even today. Epistemic decapitation or epistemicide (knowledge
genocide) so place in the theft and attempted erasure of Madzimbabwe’s cultural
memory.8 This erasure has resulted in a generational amnesia where many present-day
Vana Vevhu cannot connect with or remember their cultural roots and identities. Thus,
the healing act of remembering calls for the creation of tangible knowledge sources; and
the act of remembering calls for a metaphysical quest where I look for the discarded
skulls and bones of our spiritual past and reattach them so that the ancestral healing

energy can flow into Madzimbabwe and guide us once more. This two-pronged approach
of tangible remembering and spiritual remembering is demonstrated in this paper. This
first section tells the story of Madzimbabwe’s cultural memory – where it began and how

we arrived at this point. The second section offers an anthology of songs that have

8

Mhoze Chikowero, African Music, Power, and Being in Colonial Zimbabwe (Bloomington, IN: Indiana
University Press, 2015).

6

historically been sung to awakened ancestral power and use its regenerative strength to

energize and animate our people in times of trouble. Madzimbabwe is currently in a time
of trouble, in a state of Kudzungaira – a listless wandering due to colonial witchcraft. The
intention behind the words on each of the following pages is to correct Madzimbabwe’s

course by making indigenous knowledge accessible, by creating Matura eRuzivo,
storehouses of our cultural memory, by establishing Liberated Zones as sites of
individual and communal healing through creativity; and by protecting our collective rememory from exploitative colonial extraction and cultural vampires of the present.9
Ziva kwawakabva, kwaunoenda usiku.
This ChiVanhu tsumo (proverb) holds ancient wisdom that has been passed
down from generation to generation. I learned this Madzimbabwe proverb in primary
school. I remember hearing it from my teacher, feeling the depth of the words reverberate
in my body, and holding them close to my heart ever since. Know where you came from,
for the path ahead is unsure, the future unknown.
Amagama ayadala.
This isiNdebele proverb means words create.
And so when I think of the two proverbs together - know where you came from
for the path head is unsure; and words create - I see my call to scholarship, creativity, and

serve my ancestors. My work is to understand the story of how I, and my community,
arrived at this present. My work is to know that story intimately and once I have grasped
it as firmly as one can grasp water in the palm of their hand (because the ocean of

ancestral knowledge is too vast for the human mind to contain), my work is to find words

“Rememory” is a term created by Toni Morrison’s in her novel Beloved. Rememory refers to the
remembering of a memory.
9
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that will conjure and manifest healing, joy, love, and prosperity for me, my community

and future generations to come.
The Mbire people of Madzimbabwe have a naming system called Mutupo.
Mutupo refers to our totems -- clan nomenclature that identifies our lineages right back to

Mhondoro - the founding ancestors and great Lion Spirits of the people. Each totem is
derived from an animal, and one is responsible for the area in which that animal resides
and is forbidden from eating the meat of that animal.
My totem is Nzou Mambano - the elephant.
Each clan’s totem comes with its own Chidawo - praise poetry. Here is an
excerpt of mine:
Hekani Nzou
Matyoramiti
Mukuru wesango asina musindo
Mwoyowevhu10
Matyoramiti means the breaker of trees. Mukuru wesango asina musindo means
the Great One of the Forest who walks with silent footsteps. Mwoyowevhu means the
heart of the earth, the heartbeat of the soil.
And therein lies my ancestral calling, namely, to uproot the parasitic weeds

caused by racist colonial invaders. To lead powerfully and gently, offering healing and
softness to the wounded in my community, and to fiercely challenge and disarm those
who would still wish to see us bound.

10

Aaron C. Hodza, Mitupo NeZvidao Zvamadzinza (Ardbennie, Harare: Longman Zimbabwe (Pvt)
Limited, 1982).
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The world is made of stories. My father taught me that the tales of the hunt will

always glorify the hunter until the lioness learns to write. The COVID-19 pandemic has
caused a deep transformation in my being. In the early days of the pandemic, I reflected
on the mind-boggling way something invisible to the naked eye could bring the entire

world to a total standstill. At that time, I was terrified by the uncertainty of the future and
totally paralyzed by the fear of the unseen. I desperately looked for ways to cope and one
of the coping mechanisms I developed was washing my hands repeatedly throughout the
day.
Kugezesa maoko is a Madzimbabwe ritual of washing hands that takes place at
the beginning of every meal. We eat our food with our hands, and so having clean hands
is an integral part of our culinary customs and cultures. Hearing constant reminders from
the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and news outlets to wash hands
brought this ritual of kugezesa maoko to mind. When colonial invaders saw our custom
of eating food with hands, they called us savages. As a child, I was taught to believe a
story that said being civilized meant learning how to eat with a fork and knife (or in some
cases, many forks and knives). I now reflect on that story and wonder if the idea of
kugezesa maoko and forks and knives can be interpreted differently, from the perspective
of the lioness and not the hunter.

As a people, we have been washing hands before every meal and eating food
with our hands for generations. Though contemporary narratives of cholera outbreaks in
overcrowded living areas with water shortages exist, there is no story of historic viral

outbreaks or plagues caused by dirty hands. In comparison, forks and knives are deemed
to be ‘civilized’ even though the European invaders had no set ritual of washing hands

9

before every meal. I questioned this singular story of forks and knives being

demonstrative of civilization, high-class standing, good upbringing, and manners. What
happens when we re-examine this story and offer new possible interpretations? What if
the British ate with forks and knives because their hands were too filthy to touch the food

directly? What if we have always been civilized because we understand good hygiene
and have a respectful and intimate relationship with the food we eat? And what if the
savages are those with hands so dirty, they need to create metal appendages to reach their
food?
In her acclaimed TED Talk, “The Danger of a Single Story,” Nigerian writer
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie reminds us that narratives must be thoroughly examined for
bias and balance.11 This thorough examination of the story is at the heart of this paper and
the movement I have named “Chimurenga ChePfungwa,” self-liberation of the mind.
In 2017 Jordan Peele released the blockbuster social horror movie “Get Out.”12
The movie tells the story of a Black photographer Chris, who travels for the weekend to
Upstate New York with his white girlfriend, Rose, to meet her family. What seems to be
a simple weekend getaway turns sinister, when Chris is hypnotized by Rose’s mother and
forcefully restrained in a chair, in preparation for a brain transplant in which a white
man’s consciousness (Jim’s consciousness) will invade and control his body, and he,

Chris, will be trapped in a psychological prison within himself, his body playing host to
the whims and desires of the white man’s consciousness, for the rest of his life.

11

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, The Danger of a Single Story, TED Talks
(https://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_ngozi_adichie_the_danger_of_a_single_story?language=en2009).
12
Jordan Peele, "Get Out," (United States: Universal Pictures, January 23, 2017 2017).
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JIM: Hello Chris. How’s it going buddy...? You can answer. There’s an

intercom in the room.
CHRIS: Where’s Rose?
JIM: Oh you dirty dog. You’re one of the lucky ones. Trust me, Jeremy’s

wrangling method sounds way less pleasant. I’m supposed to answer any
outstanding questions... concerns you may have so far. Apparently, our
common understanding of the process has a positive impact on the success
rate of the procedure.
CHRIS: (remains quiet)
JIM: You could give a shit right? Let me just tell you what it was. Phase
one was the hypnotism, that’s how they sedate you. Phase two is this,
mental preparation, it’s basically psychological pre-op.
CHRIS: Pre-op?
JIM: For phase three...the transplantation! Well partial actually. The
piece of your brain connected to your nervous systems needs to stay put,
keeping those intricate connections intact. So, you won’t be gone
completely, a sliver of you will be in there, somewhere. Limited
consciousness. You will be able to see and hear what your body is doing

but your existence will be as a passenger, an audience. You will live in/
CHRIS: /The Sunken Place
JIM: Yup. That’s what she calls it. Now, I’ll control the motor functions,

so I’ll be/
CHRIS: /Me. You’ll be me.

11

JIM: Good! You got it quick. You got it quick.

CHRIS: Why us? Why Black people?
JIM: (Laughs) Who knows? Some people want to change. Some people
want to be stronger, faster, cooler, but don’t, please don’t lump me into

that. I could give a shit what color you are. What I want is deeper. I want
your eye man. I want those things you see through.
CHRIS: This is crazy.
JIM: (To someone controlling the camera) Ok I’m done.
(The recording of the spoon stirring the teacup begins to play, triggering
the hypnosis)
CHRIS: NO NO NO NO! (Chris falls into The Sunken Place)

Peele’s work serves as the perfect allegory for colonial witchcraft that has

cursed Madzimbabwe. European VaNgezi invaded Madzimbabwe in the late-eighteenth
century and the impact of that invasion still exists in the collective consciousness of the
Madzimbabwe people. Stories were told to hypnotize us and invade our minds and hold
our bodies captive for generations. This zombification process sought for a collective
social and spiritual death through which African captive bodies could be used as passive
energy sources that would feed the growth and wealth of European nations, all while the
African lived in “The Sunken Place.”13
My father taught me that the tales of the hunt will always glorify the hunter until
the lioness learns to write. In the tale of Madzimbabwe, the colonial archive has hoarded

13

O. Patterson, Slavery and Social Death (Harvard University Press, 1982).
https://books.google.com/books?id=9SQBBAAAQBAJ.
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Madzimbabwe cultural memory and monopolized the scholarship and global discourse of

Madzimbabwe’s music cultures. This act of knowledge colonization has negatively
impacted Madzimbabwe’s cultural memory, education, and collective consciousness.
Frantz Fanon states that “each generation must...discover its mission, fulfill it, or betray

it.”14 My generation’s work is to end colonial witchcraft by breaking the colonial
hypnosis, cleansing the invasive energy that has eroded our collective communal body,
and healing our collective body from the trans-generational trauma of the last six hundred
years. This work of epistemic healing, self-liberation, and eradicating The Sunken Place
is at the heart of Chimurenga ChePfungwa.
There is power in a story, and stories are formulated by language. Amagama
ayadala. Words create. Words have been created to depict the narrative of Madzimbabwe
from the perspective of European VaNgezi – colonial invaders. These words do not serve
our healing, and new words (or old words that we have forgotten) are needed. The words
we seek to free ourselves from colonial terminologies can be found in our Matura
eRuzivo - the indigenous, silos of knowledge - teach wisdom through Tsumo (proverbs),
Ngano (stories) Nziyo (songs) and many modes of creative expressivity. My father’s wise
words about the tales of the hunt are an example of the wealth of wisdom our indigenous
knowledge tradition holds. This paper prioritizes ChiVanhu epistemology by centering

the knowledge held by Matura eRuzivo. Reading this paper requires an understanding of
my usage of Liberated Terms – terminology that centers ChiVanhu viewpoints for the act
of centering self in language is an act of liberation in and of itself.

14

Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth (New York, NY: Grove Press, 1963).
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1.2 Glossary of Liberated Terms

Chimurenga ChePfungwa calls for the centering of ChiVanhu knowledge
systems. ChiVanhu encapsulates Madzimbabwe indigenous knowledges, cosmologies
and ways of being.15 The antidote to colonial witchcraft is self-craft: the ability to create

oneself in one's own image. Amagama ayadala. In order to craft liberated versions of
ourselves, we need liberated words. So much of the language currently circulating
scholarly discourse about Madzimbabwe’s history, present and future, has all been
constructed through a colonial lens. Chimurenga ChePfungwa shatters that colonial lens,
and refocuses the language on us, the indigenous people of the land. This refocusing is
achieved through the learning and application of liberated terms and terminology that
empower, ground and center us in liberated wisdom. Furthermore, the decision not to
italicize the ChiVanhu language in this paper is intentional. I perceive the convention of
italicizing languages other than English as an act of otherization. I am from
Madzimbabwe and the indigenous languages I speak are central to my scholarship. Text
in my languages will therefore remain upright.
Table 1.1 Glossary of Liberated Terms
TERM

DEFINITION

Chimurenga

Liberation Struggle

Chimurenga
ChePfungwa

Self-liberation of the mind through an understanding of personal
and collective stories, a reclamation of language through selfarticulation and power to define oneself, and a commitment to live
authentically and joyfully.

ChiVanhu

Indigenous knowledges, cosmologies and ways of being

Gwenyambira

A mbira musician and keeper of the mbira canon of music

15

Chikowero, African Music, Power, and Being in Colonial Zimbabwe.
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Hunhu Hwedu

Personhood

Kudzungaira

A confused state of wandering listlessly. This state is the side-effect
of colonial witchcraft.

Madzimbabwe

Refers to the geo-spiritual space that Vana Vevhu inhabited before
the Berlin Conference of 1884-5 demarcated topographical
territories in Africa that are represented by the geo-political borders
widely known today. Madzimbabwe liberates us from these colonial
borders and harkens a deep-time understanding of personhood,
nationhood and community defined by generations of Vana Vevhu.

Madzviti

Ndebele invaders of Mbire or alien Rhodesian Native Commissions

Mapira

Ceremonies of ancestral propitiation

Mhondoro

Great Ancestor

N’anga

A healer and learned person who is the master of their healing craft

Ngano

A form of multi-disciplinary storytelling that uses call-and-response
text, song, and movement to convey meaning.

Nziyo

Songs

Rhodesia MisEducation

Colonial education during the illegal Rhodesian colonial regime of
1890-1980.

Svikiro

A spirit medium

VaMbire

A name for the children of the Mhondoro Mambiri. VaMbire is the
indigenous name of my people, known today as the “Shona” people,
a colonial name imposed upon us in the 1930s.

VaNgezi

European alien invaders

Vasina Mabvi

Those without knees, the lazy ones. Another term for European
alien invaders

Vana Vevhu

Children of the Soil, the Indigenous, Mbire people of
Madzimbabwe
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1.3 Rationale for Research

Education can either be an instrument for liberation or a tool for colonial
indoctrination, brainwashing, and enslavement — the European colonization of Africa in
the late-nineteenth century and the continent's epic efforts at self-liberation have amply

taught us this. Zimbabwean scholar Nyasha Mboti opens his groundbreaking, fourvolume treatise Apartheid Studies: A Manifesto (2021) with a quote from South African
Revolutionary O.R. Tambo, who said: “If Apartheid is dead, show me the body.”16 This
statement drives home the truth that so-called white supremacy continues to operate in
both the tangible and intangible spheres. In terms of music and voice pedagogy, this
manifests in the following ways:
1. The still Eurocentric Madzimbabwe music curriculum that focuses on
works predominantly by European composers.
2. Widely accepted vocal aesthetics and ideas of vocal health being defined
by European and North American voice production techniques.
3. The dearth of culturally specific vocal learning materials for
Madzimbabwe teachers and students.
I began studying voice in Madzimbabwe at the age of 15. I was taught by a
Rhodesian, MuNgezi woman who upheld deeply problematic Euro-centric ideas of voice

production despite being a teacher in Madzimbabwe. This was my first contact with
classical voice, and though I loved to sing, it was very clear to me, even then, that the
voice tradition presented to me as canon, erased – by exclusion – the rich vocal tradition

of my Madzimbabwe community. This experience, of only centering European songs as

16

This volume is unpublished. Dr. Nyasha Mboti was kind enough to give me access to the manuscript for
the purposes of my research.
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the foundation for healthy voice production created a psychological fracturing in my

mind that took many years to heal. The European approach prioritized vocal hues and
techniques such as messa di voce but made no room for ChiVanhu techniques of sound
production such as mahon’era and kupururudza. These techniques, which are natural to

my voice production practice by virtue of them being the vocal sounds I grew up with,
were treated as vocal faults by my white teachers throughout high school and my
undergraduate vocal training. Creating this anthology, therefore, is essential to my work
as a scholar of African self-liberation and self-rehumanization because this anthology
will offer true healthy vocal freedom to Madzimbabwe singers seeking to deepen their
understanding of vocal technique through the lens of our ChiVanhu vocal traditions.
The research question I aim to answer is what is a liberated cultural curriculum
and how can an anthology of songs from the Madzimbabwe canon have an impact on
voice pedagogy in Madzimbabwe. I have curated a selection of songs I believe to be
essential to the Madzimbabwe vocal canon, and offer arrangements of these songs that
are accessible to the beginner singer. The entirety of Zimbabwean vocal repertoire is a
vast scope. I will draw selections from the archive of songs I have collected from my
community over my lifetime. One particular era of Madzimbabwe music I will highlight
in this anthology is the music of Madzimbabwe’s Chimurenga of 1965-1980. Music sung

during this era is known as Chimurenga Music, and this period in our music history was
vital to our liberation war and winning independence as a nation. This era holds personal
significance for me as well. My grandfather, Matemai George Chirume Tawengwa built

the Mushandirapamwe Hotel in 1972. Mushandirapamwe Hotel was the only Blackowned space at the time, and my grandfather opened the hotel’s doors to the many
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political activists, vocal artists and Freedom Fighters of the Chimurenga.

Mushandirapamwe Hotels constitutes a Liberated Zone. I explore the idea of Liberated
Zones in Chapter 4 of this paper.

1.4 Literature Review
This anthology seeks to create a much-needed learning tool, and a preliminary
attempt to define a Zimbabwean vocal canon essential to all Zimbabwean singers.
Mhoze Chikowero’s African Music Power and Being in Colonial Zimbabwe
speaks to the importance of music in Zimbabwe’s struggles of self-liberation over the last
seven centuries. Chikowero’s writing focuses on the Chimurenga on 1965-1980, drawing
attention to the ways in which agents of Rhodesian oppression i.e. Native Commissioners
actively sought out to stifle and suppress Zimbabwean musical expression.
Joyce Jenje-Makwenda’s Township Music offers a review of music sung in
Zimbabwe’s townships. This work is vital to the creation of an anthology of beginning
Zimbabwean singers as it lays out names and works of prominent Zimbabwean artists
over the last century.
Oral histories are vital in formulating this anthology. I believe that orature should
be upheld as the leading text when it comes to the scholarship of indigenous knowledge

production. I have spent my lifetime thus far learning and imbuing cultural, indigenous
knowledge through songs taught to me by my elders. I will rely on this transgenerational, ancestral knowing in the development of this anthology.

Other important works are Nyasha Mboti’s treatise on Apartheid Studies, Stanlake
Samkange’s The Origins of Rhodesia and Vusamazulu Mutwa’s Indaba My Children.
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1.5 Methodology
This paper presents a work of auto theory and culturally informed scholarship.
Autotheory is the combination of autobiography and theory and emerged in the literary
sphere around 2010 as a form of activism in literature because it decentralizes colonial
archives and prioritizes lived experience as a way to discuss theory. Black creative
scholars have intentionally chosen to write in this way as an act of liberated, culturally
informed scholarship. Autotheory liberates Black creative scholars from the invasive,
codifying outsider gaze that has historically been male, and white. By gazing within
myself and drawing scholarship from a culturally informed perspective, I am assigning

dignity to the Matura eRuzivo that have groomed and molded me as a woman, a scholar,
an artist and as a human being.
This paper views indigenous orature as a scholarly text. It is important to solve

African problems on the grounds of African self-articulated and self-defined reality.
Furthermore, priority is given to African-Authored texts over the widely disseminated
colonial archive. Each chapter will begin with a reference from existing Chivanhu
pedagogies conveyed through Ngano and Nziyo. Ngano is a form of multi-disciplinary
storytelling that uses call-and-response text, song, and movement as a way to convey
meaning. Nziyo means “songs” and the lyrics of our Chivanhu songs hold wisdom, the
histories of the people and are a way for us to access our ancestors. Ngano and Nziyo
offer the contextual grounding for the scholarly thought explored in each chapter.
The intention behind this ancestrally co-authored meditation is of course,
healing. Healing is the restoration of one’s self-regenerating power through selfdefinition, self-articulation and self-rehumanization. Centering Chivanhu epistemologies
19

in my scholarship is my way of healing any past, pedagogical harm caused by the

exclusion of my cultures in the educational spaces I inhabited, my way of paying homage
to the wisdom that has bolstered generations of Madzimbabwe people, and my way of
preparing a liberated classroom for curious, brilliant Madzimbabwe learners who will

come after me.
Chapter 1 of this paper provides the rationale for research and articulates my
call to scholarship on this subject matter. Chapter 2 tells the Creation Story of
Madzimbabwe as a foundational launching point to understand the power of story.
Chapter 3 offers an overview of Rhodesian mis-education and colonial witchcraft and
presents the stakes and urgency of a Chivanhu-centered musical curriculum. Chapter 4
explains Chimurenga ChePfungwa in detail and shares already-existing Liberated Zones
that are making a positive impact on the Madzimbabwe community through music and
creativity.
Chapter 5 of this paper provides scores of select Madzimbabwe pieces that I
consider vital to the Chimurenga ChePfungwa canon.
The goal of this paper is to liberate and heal. Chimurenga ChePfungwa is
motivated by a deep love for myself, my community, my ancestors and our future
generations. This exploration aims to channel much-needed healing to my community

and offer a starting point for self-articulated ChiVanhu scholarship and voice pedagogy.

CHAPTER 2
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ZVAKATANGA RINHI KO? THE STORY OF MADZIMBABWE

Zvakatanga rinhi ko?
Zvichapera seyi ko?
Ah wo iye
Ah hiye
Wo yerende!
(How did this begin?
When will this end)
This is an ancient Madzimbabwe song that teaches us about the deep mysteries
of life. As a child, I used to look at the map of the world and ponder the randomness of
one's place of birth coupled with the specificity of destiny. The contradiction of
randomness and specificity is one example of the Great Mysteries of life - questions we

will endeavor to decode, and the problems we will seek to solve in order to understand
the meaning of life. This song teaches us that life will always be filled with questions,
and that the acceptance of the ever-changing nature of knowledge is wisdom.

Similar to Chris asking “Why Black people?” in Peele’s film, Get Out I often
ask why we as Vana Vevhu had to experience colonial violence, brainwashing and
plunder? In my quest to understand and articulate the primacy of this question, I began
with the Creation Story of the Madzimbabwe people.

2.1. The Creation Story of Madzimbabwe17
Characters:
Nzou, the Wise Elephant Mother of the Earth
Mambokadzi - the Queen, Keeper of the Shrine, Murenga’s Mother

17

This creation epic was told to me in many forms by many elders and storytellers. This rendering is my
synthesis of the many oral traditions I have learned over my lifetime.
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Mambo - the King, Murenga’s Father

Murenga - Warrior, Karuva’s Shamwari yoHupenyu/Destiny Partner
Karuva - Keeper of the Shrine, Murenga’s Shamwari yoHupenyu/Destiny
Partner

Svikiro - Spirit Medium
N’anga - the Wisest Person in the Land
Nyoka - Cupbearer to Mambo, Betrayer of the Land
VaNgezi Vasina Mabvi - Invaders, the Evil Sorcerers of the Land
Gombwe 1 - Protector Spirit of Tovera’s drum
Gombwe 2 - Protector Spirit of Tovera’s drum

Narrator: Paivapo!
Audience: Dzepfunde!

Narrator: Paivapo!
Audience: Dzepfunde!
Narrator: In the land called Guruuswa - the tall grass - there was a king,
Mambo, and the queen, Mambokadzi. A Svikiro, a spirit medium
connected to the ancestral realm, came to Mambo and Mambokadzi and
said:
Spirit Medium: You are going to have a child. And when this child is born
you should name the child Murenga, because Murenga is going to help
you in a time of struggle.
Narrator: Mambo and Mambokadzi paid heed to the ancestral guidance,
and when the child was born, they named the child, Murenga. Murenga
22

was born of royal blood and was thus heir to the throne. Murenga had

eyes that shone like sun, eyes that told of a strong-willed spirit with a
great destiny to fulfill.
But Nyoka, Mambo’s cupbearer, was jealous of the royal heir for he also

wanted to be king.
Nyoka (with a sneer): Mambo and Mambokadzi have been king and queen
for too long. I want to be king - it is my turn now!
Narrator: Blinded by jealousy and envy, Nyoka ventured into the
Southernmost coast of the land, Chamhembe. He had heard rumors of
VaNgezi, Evil Sorcerers whose malicious intention was to invade the land
and disrupt the people’s way of life forever. Word had it that VaNgezi
possessed great, evil power in the form of metal staffs that spit fire. The
fire could rip apart the shield of even the most fearsome warrior of
Guruuswa.
Nyoka (with a sneer and a laugh): The enemy of my enemy, is my ally
today, and will be my enemy tomorrow. Mambo and Mambokadzi are my
enemies today. VaNgezi will be my enemies tomorrow. Today, VaNgezi
and I can unite against our common foe, and tomorrow, when I am the

ruler of Guruuswa, I will deal swiftly with the evil invaders.
Narrator: So Nyoka entered into a pact with VaNgezi, promising them
great fortune in return for his ascendancy to the throne. The VaNgezi

began casting their evil spells and assured Nyoka that upon his return to
Guruuswa, the throne would be his. But Nyoka was not satisfied. He
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wanted the weapons of metal that spit fire to accompany him back to

Guruuswa. VaNgezi, shrewd and cunning asked Nyoka for the following:
VaNgezi: Nyoka, cup-bearer to Mambo and Mambokadzi, we see your
cunning, deceit and bloodthirst, and we see that your envy and jealousy

drive you beyond reason. You should join our ranks and be one of us!
Nyoka (sneering): I will never be one of you. The Wise-Ones of the land
call you VaNgezi, Vasina Mabvi -- those without knees. This is because we
all know that you are too lazy to scrub your own floors, or till the land
with your own hands. No, you rely on the evil magic of your fire-spitting
staff to subdue the minds and bodies of others and require them to do your
work. You are nothing but vampires, subsisting on the vital essence of
others' life forces. I will never be one of you.
VaNgezi (chuckling, unmoved): Yet you are here, asking for our help. We
can offer you an army of witches and warlocks with fire-spitting staffs on
one condition: When you become the ruler of Guruuswa, everything and
everyone above the land will be yours, but everything beneath it, will be
ours.
Narrator: Nyoka understood the gravity of this pact. Under the soil reside

precious minerals, water and most importantly, the bones of the
Mhondoro, the Great Ancestors. The bones of the Mhondoro protected the
people of Guruuswa from calamity and harm and blessed them with

bountiful harvests. If the bones were given to VaNgezi, the people of
Guruuswa would have no divine protection, and would be doomed to lives
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of chaos, poverty and confusion; wandering listlessly on the face of the

Earth for all future generations.
Nyoka shuddered at the thought. But so great was his jealousy that he
agreed to betray the bones of his own Mhondoro in exchange for power.

Nyoka (with a sneer): I agree.
Narrator: In Guruuswa the land began to quake violently. Mambo and
Mambokadzi woke up to utter chaos in the land! The people were fighting
one another! Brothers were fighting sisters, children were fighting
parents! It was as if everyone was brainwashed! They no longer
remembered Hunhu Hwavo - the teaching of the Ancestors on how to be
good humans and live peaceably with one another. The VaNgezi sorcerers
had cast a curse of violence, greed, hatred and poverty of spirit.
Mambokadzi (in utter disbelief and deep grief): What has happened to our
people! What is this curse that has befallen us! Oh, Ancestors why do you
treat us so!
Narrator: Mambo called for N’anga, the healer who was the wisest
person in the land to find out what had caused this chaos.
N’anga (in the slow, measured pace of someone very wise): Mambo and

Mambokadzi, this chaos has been brought upon us because of a curse. The
curse is very strong. It makes people forget who they are, and fight
amongst themselves. There is no curse more evil than this, for if left

unbroken, this curse will undo the very fabric of our community and
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generations will be doomed to the wilderness of this realm, roaming lost,

without knowledge of self and without ancestral guidance.
Narrator: Murenga was now a strong warrior. As the N’anga was
speaking, a warmth spread through Murenga’s belly. Murenga knew what

to do.
Murenga (assuredly): Baba, Amai, I can break this curse. Send me.
Narrator: Mambo and Mambokadzi rose and took Murenga to the
family’s Ancestral shrine. This was a sacred room, in the center of which
was an altar. This altar held their sacred talismans of the Mhondoro who
came before.
Mambokadzi (lovingly): My child, at the beginning of time Musikavanhu,
the Supreme Being, and Sikarudzi, the Mother of All Ancestors, gave
women the divine power to create the people. As your mother and as a
woman it is my sacred duty to be the keeper and protector of the shrines.
At the beginning of time, the First Ancestor Tovera fashioned this ivory
spear. Nzou, the Wise Elephant Mother of the Earth, had two magical
tusks. She gave Tovera one of them and instructed him to fashion this
spear.

Nzou, the Wise Elephant Mother of the Earth (a disembodied ethereal
voice): I foresee a time of chaos on this earth. There will come VaNgezi
Vasina Mabvi, creatures without knees. These creatures will cause death

and bring a 700-year curse upon the land. But there will come a time
when my spirit will return in the form of a spirit medium and a warrior,
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and I will need this spear. Tovera, I give you the task of fashioning this

spear and passing it down from generation to generation, until my bones
rise again.
Mambokadzi: My brave warrior, the Supreme Being has given me Eyes to

see all realms. When the N’anga was speaking, I saw a Spirit awaken in
your body. Within you lives the guiding Great Spirit of Nzou, the Wise
Elephant Mother of the Earth. Her bones have risen again. Take this
sacred spear called Pfumojena. It will give you superhuman strength to
defeat your enemies and protect the land. You must now travel North to
my ancestral land of Dande. Dande was the home of Nzou, the Wise
Elephant Mother of the Earth. Your grandmother is there and keeper of
that sacred shrine, and she will guide you in the way of the spear.
Narrator: Murenga journeyed North, KuMaodzanyemba, with Pfumojena
in hand. The sun was hot, the air was dry and Murenga was very thirsty.
Murenga stopped at a river, knelt and reached out to drink.
Karuva (with conviction and authority): STOP! You cannot drink that
water!
Narrator: Murenga jumped up with a start! Murenga had not seen anyone

there.
Murenga: Who goes there!
Karuva: (with wit and cleverness) I go here. How about you, where do

you go?
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Murenga: (thoroughly annoyed by this woman) I am too thirsty and tired

for foolish games. Why can’t I drink this water?
Karuva: (amused by Murenga’s irritation) That is sacred water - a portal
to the Ancestral realm. If you drink that water without first paying

respects to Njuzu - the water spirit that lives in it - you will die.
Murenga: But I am so thirsty. What shall I do?
Karuva (distracted, with her focus now on the object in Murenga’s hand):
What is that in your hand?
Murenga: A spear.
Karuva: It looks valuable. Give it as an offering and maybe you will be
permitted to drink.
Murenga: I cannot. This spear is called Pfumojena. It has been in my
family for generations since…
Karuva and Murenga (at the same time): ...the days of Nzou, the Wise
Elephant Mother of the Earth
Murenga (shocked): You know about Nzou, the Wise Elephant Mother of
the Earth?
Karuva: Yes.

Murenga: How?
Karuva: Just because you ask a question, it does not mean you are worthy
of the answer. All answers have questions, but not all questions have

answers.
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Narrator: Murenga had never met a woman like this before. Murenga

looked at her closely and saw that she wore a golden bangle shaped like
the head of an elephant. Murenga’s mother wore that same bangle.
Murenga: You know about Nzou because you are a Keeper of the

Shrines.
Karuva (shocked): How did you know that!?
Murenga (with a mischievous smile): Just because you ask a question, it
does not mean you are worthy of the answer.
Narrator: Karuva was amused. She had never met a person like Murenga
before.
Karuva (tenderly): I know who you are. You are Murenga. I am here
because the Ancestors sent me here to wait for you. They said you would
need my help.
Narrator: Karuva rose from the rock she was seated on, and conjured a
calabash filled with clear water from thin air.
Karuva: Here, you can drink this water.
Narrator: Murenga was amazed by Karuva’s magical powers. While
Murenga was drinking the water, Karuva began swaying side to side. Her

cheeks slackened, her eyes rolled back into her head and her breathing
became irregular.
Narrator: Murenga had seen their mother go into similar trances, and

Murenga knew that a Great Ancestor was taking over Karuva’s body.
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Nzou, the Wise Elephant Mother of the Earth (a disembodied ethereal

voice): Murenga uripo here mwanangu?
Murenga (kneeling, achiombera, a gesture of deep respect): Hongu,
Vakuru ndiripo.

Nzou, the Wise Elephant Mother of the Earth (a disembodied ethereal
voice): Murenga, tereera dama rangu iri. Tora uta hwako upinde murwizi
urwu rweNjuzu. Ndakuzarurira nzira yekuyenda kuNyikadzimu. Wasvika
kuNyikadzimu, tsvaka Ngoma yaTovera.
(Murenga, listen to my Word. Take your spear and jump into this river full
of water-protecting spirits. I have opened up the way for you to go to the
Ancestral After-Life while still living. Once there, you must look for
Tovera’s drum.)
Murenga: Asi vakuru, amai vangu vanditi ndisvike kuDande.
(Oh Ancient One, but my mother told me to go to Dande)
Nzou, the Wise Elephant Mother of the Earth (a disembodied ethereal
voice): KuDande kunehondo. Huroyi hwevaNgezi huriko zvakare.
Ukasvika ikoko, unofa. Pinda murwizi uteerere dama rangu.
(There is war in Dande. The curse of the Ngezi is there as well. If you go

there, you will die. Go into the water of the river and follow my
instructions.)
Narrator: Karuva was released from her trance, and she fell, weak on the

ground.
Karuva (disoriented): What... happened?
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Murenga: You channeled Nzou, the Wise Elephant Mother of the Earth.

She took over your body and spoke through you. She is a Mhondoro, one
of the Greatest Ancestors of this land. Channeling Nzou could have killed
you...

Karuva: (with firm resolve) ...but it didn’t. (Suddenly revived and back to
full strength) You underestimate me Murenga. What did Nzou tell you to
do?
Murenga: To take Pfumojena and jump into the river. Nzou said the
Ancestors have opened the portal into Nyikadzimu - the Ancestral realm for me. There, I will find Tovera’s drum, and the beat of that drum will
break the curse.
Karuva: But what about Njuzu, the water spirits?
Murenga: Nzou said that the Ancestors have opened the way.
Narrator: Murenga grasped Pfumojena, jumped into the river and
emerged in a cave -- a sacred cave. There, Murenga saw Tovera’s drum
suspended in the air and surrounded by a bright light. There were two
Makombwe - Protectors of the Realm - guarding the drum.
Gombwe 1: Who dares enter this sacred cave to seek Tovera’s sacred

drum?
Murenga (boldy): I am Murenga and I have come for this drum. There is
war in all the lands of Guruuswa. The evil and lazy VaNgezi have cast a

curse that causes the people to fight another, forget who they are and
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wander listlessly in the land without Ancestral guidance. I am here to

break this curse.
Gombwe 1: You sound brave. You sound like you have a heart for the
people. But just because you seek, it does not mean you are worthy to find.

Everything that is found has been sought after, but not everything that is
sought after has been found. I must test you first, and see if you are indeed
worthy.
Narrator: Murenga and Gombwe began to fight. Murenga was a fierce
warrior, with skills honed over years of training and experience in battle.
But Murenga was a human fighting an immortal Protector Spirit and
Murenga’s physical body began to tire. At that moment, Gombwe knocked
Pfumojena out of Murenga’s hand. The spear slid to the other side of the
cave, and Murenga teleported to Pfumojena.
Murenga and Gombwe 1 (simultaneously, astonished): What just
happened?!
Silence. A beat.
Gombwe 1 (with a keen interest in Murenga): Who are you?
Murenga: My name is Murenga.

Gombwe 1 (with uncharacteristic enthusiasm): We have heard about you!
We heard that one anointed by the spirit of Nzou, the Wise Elephant
Mother of the Earth, would come to Nyikadzimu. We were told that it

would be our duty to train and guide this Anointed One. We heard, but we
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did not believe. No one in human form can cross the veil into the Ancestral

afterlife. It is impossible.
Murenga: Yet here I am.
Gombwe 1 (with a knowing smile): Yes, here you are.

Narrator: Gombwe, began to train Murenga in the secret and sacred ways
of the Ancestors. First, the Protector Spirit taught Murenga how to use
Pfumojena.
Gombwe 1: When you call on your Ancestors, they come to your aid and
give you superhuman strength. Pfumojena belonged to your Great
Ancestor, Nzou, the Wise Elephant Mother of the Earth. Tovera fashioned
Pfumojena from one of the Wise Elephant Mother’s tusks. When a worthy
heir wields the spear, Nzou, the Wise Elephant Mother of the Earth, gives
the heir her powers. That is why you were able to teleport to the spear.
You have shown courage by coming here. Your heart is pure. You do not
seek power, and that is why power has been given to you. As you walk on
the earth remember that everything that is found has been sought after,
but not everything that is sought after has been found. Many have sought
after Tovera’s drum, and none before you have found it. I believe you are

worthy but as you see, there are two Spirit Protectors, not one. You must
now fight my sibling. If they agree that you are worthy, the drum is yours
to take. Good luck.

Narrator: Murenga went into the cave, and began to fight the second
Protector Spirit. The fight was challenging but Murenga had trained
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physically and spiritually for this moment. Murenga was ready. Murenga

and the Protector Spirit fought fiercely. Suddenly the Protector Spirit
stopped.
Gombwe 2: Murenga. You are worthy. It is not your strength that makes

you worthy, it is your heart. I have been given the gift to see into the Heart
of any being. Your heart roars like a lion for your people. You would give
them your Life if you had to. You seek only what will heal and comfort
them. You are worthy.
Gombwe 1: Today we give you a new name. Murenga Pfumojena
Sororenzou Mwoyowevhu. Your heart beats for Vana Vevhu, the beloved
children of the soil. We can see the love you possess for them. You have
our blessing but the road ahead is difficult. Nyoka, the cupbearer to
Mambo and Mambokadzi has betrayed the nation. Mhondoro, the Great
Lion Spirits, have protected Guruuswa from evil since the beginning of
time. This was possible because every person in Guruuswa paid respect to
the Ancestors in word and deed. Nyoka has turned his back on these
ancient ways because of greed and lust for power. He made a forbidden
pact with VaNgezi where he will own everything above the land, and

VaNgezi will own everything below. The bones of the ancestors live below
the land, and the ancestors feel dishonored by Nyoka’s grave betrayal.
And so they have allowed this curse to enter Guruuswa. You must find

Nyoka, hold him accountable and perform the sacred rites to appease the
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Great Ancestors. This is how the curse will be broken. We wish you

success.
Narrator: Murenga paid heed to the Protector Spirit’s words and resolved
to find Nyoka. Murenga jumped into the river with Tovera’s drum, and

was carried ashore by the Njuzu.
Karuva: Murenga, you have Tovera’s drum!
Murenga: Yes. (with curiosity) But what are you holding?
Karuva (excitedly, and with a smile of pride): While you were Nyikadzimu
the Njuzu came to me and asked what I was doing. I told them I was
waiting for you. They laughed and said that a life spent waiting on others
to fulfill their destiny is no life at all. It was hard to hear, but it was
True. The Njuzu used their magic to draw me into the water. I sank
deeper and deeper into the waters, down a long passage that became
narrower and narrower. At one point the walls of the passage compressed
my head so tight I thought it would burst! It was at that point that I
realized that the waters we call the ocean, are not an ocean but a womb
and that I was in the birthing canal. I thought the pressure was going to
break all my bones but instead I slid out onto a vast plain where the hills

were covered with shiny black coils of grass, tightly curled like pubic hair.
I had heard of this place before. It was in the home of Sikarudzi, the
Divine Mother of All Ancestors, the Goddess of Sensuality and the

Guardian of Mwedzi, the moon. Sikarudzi cradled me as if I were a
newborn child. As I suckled on one of her eleven breasts, she told me that
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I had a great destiny of my own, one that only an anointed woman can

fulfill. She gave me a new name, Nyamhita, and plucked one of the pubic
hair-like reeds of grass from the hill. The hair transformed into an ebony
staff with an elephant engraved on the top. She told me that it was the staff

of Nehanda - the granddaughter of Tovera, fashioned from the second task
of Nzou, the Wise Elephant Mother of the Earth, and sibling to Pfumojena,
the staff you are holding in your hand.
Murenga (in awe): That is why the spirit of Nzou, the Wise Elephant
Mother of the Earth was able to speak through you. You too are her
anointed vessel!
Karuva (resolutely): Yes, I am. Sikarudzi also told me that Nyoka is
marching north, Kumaodzanyemba, towards Guruuswa with the VaNgezi.
They are armed with metal staffs that spit fire. None of our warriors has
ever survived an attack from these fire-spitting weapons but Sikarudzi told
me that the staff of Nehanda will turn their fire into water. We are to
travel south and meet them at the river known as Zambezi. That is where
we will win the battle.
Murenga is a Mhondoro - Great Ancestor of Vana Vevhu. It is from Murenga’s

warrior spirit that we derive the word “Chimurenga,” an act of self-liberation that calls on
the warrior-like spirit of Murenga. Vana Vevhu have fought Zvimurenga for at least the
last 600 years: from the Portuguese invaders arriving at the Kingdom of Munhumutapa in

Madzimbabwe in the fifteenth-century to the Chimurenga of 1896-7 fought against Cecil
John Rhodes and the British South African Company’s invasion of Madzimbabwe; and
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the Chimurenga on 1965-1980, that ultimately uprooted Rhodesian political rule and

ushered the dawn of the geopolitical state of Zimbabwe.
The Creation Story of Madzimbabwe is a story of liberation. It is a timeless
narrative that can be re-told to offer wisdom in many contexts. Within the context of

Chimurenga ChePfungwa, this creation epic reminds us of the pitfalls of human nature,
the power of ancestors, and the power of music to heal. The mythological landscapes in
the story translate to tangible locales and living beliefs within my community. We believe
in Mushandirapamwe – collective co-operation and cohesion in community, Kuyera
kweIvhu – the sacredness of ancestral lands and the bones that are interred therein,
Kutungamirwa – ancestral guidance, Mhondoro – the founding lion spirits of our people
and ChiVanhu Chedu – the sacred rites and ceremonies we perform in order to maintain a
strong connection with Midzimu Yedu, our ancestors.
Each one of these beliefs was systematically attacked by VaNgezi. And each
one these beliefs was systematically reclaimed in every Chimurenga. Chimurenga
ChePfungwa is a return to this deep-time wisdom and an act of epistemological and
intellectual healing through the re-memory, un-storying, re-storying and re-creating.
Amagama ayadala.
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CHAPTER 3

COLONIAL WITCHCRAFT AND RHODESIAN MIS-EDUCATION
“Oh people of Chitungwiza, fearful for your lives and for those of your
children, understand...that there shall come from the sea a race of people

without knees who are stronger than the tyrant Lobengula, more cunning,
cleverer and more deceitful than the Ndebele. They will subdue your
enemies and will pursue Lobengula to his shameful death. Then these
kneeless people will build white houses on the land. They will bring with
them a mighty boulder such as has never been seen before. It will roll with
such a force that none will be able to stand before it or divert it from its
course. The kneeless people will rule the land with an iron fist and will not
respect our customs. Their knowledge will pour over the people and entice
the young to abandon our traditions, which will consequently grieve the
ancestors. The ancestors will in turn give our children up to the tyranny of
the strangers. In suffering shall their strength lie. Yet the land shall remain
the everlasting legacy of the Mbire, and not of the strangers within their
domain. So I will plead with the ancestors for a stronger leader to oppose
the stranger, to restore the land to the people of Mbire, and to recall our

former glory. Do not, therefore, be afraid of Lobengula, or the kneeless
people, but be prepared for the good fortunes that will come afterwards.”18
This excerpt from Solomon Mutswairo’s historical novel Chaminuka tells a

story that resonates loudly and deeply in the Madzimbabwe collective cultural memory.
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Solomon Mutsvairo, Chaminuka: Prophet of Zimbabwe, First Edition ed. (Washington, D.C.: Three
Continents Press, 1983).
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Chaminuka was a N’anga, Svikiro, and prophet. He lived in the Chitungwiza the late-

nineteenth century and foresaw the coming of the alien, European invaders. “Kuchauya
vasina mabvi” he said. “There shall come from the sea a race of people without knees.”
Chaminuka called the Europeans “the people without knees” because “...they wore long

trousers. But more significantly, [because] they were a lazy and callous tribe that forced
other people to do their chores, as if they had no knees and could not bend to work
themselves.”19
Madzimbabwe has fought off European invaders since the fifteenth century. The
discussion of Portuguese Catholic invaders of Munhumutapa in the 1400s is outside of
the scope of this paper, though it is important to note that we as a people have been
fighting outside alien forces for over 600 years. 600 years of fighting, is 600 years of
trans-generational trauma with seen and unseen scars that require immediate healing.
Chimurenga ChePfungwa provides this healing.
Our ancestors fought off invaders constantly. However, it was the British South
African VaNgezi of the late-eighteenth century that violently massacred Vana Vevhu,
stole land and livestock and set up the illegal state of Rhodesia from 1890-1980. Though
this alien influence only held political power in Madzimbabwe for 90 years (with Vana
Vevhu fighting for freedom throughout the duration of the illegal colonial state), their

presence changed everything. The ways we eat, dress, think, learn, speak and pray were
altered within this 90-year period.
Chaminuka’s prophecy spoke of a “mighty boulder” that would “roll with such

a force.” This destabilizing boulder came in two forms: colonial violence and Rhodesian
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Chikowero, African Music, Power, and Being in Colonial Zimbabwe. 243.
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mis-education. Rhodesian mis-education was also a two-pronged approach — it deployed

the Christian Bible and created the construct of systemic racism in colonial education. A
construct widely known as Apartheid. The act of deploying Anglo-Saxon Christian
ideologies as a straitjacket to Chivanhu spiritual practice is an act Mhoze Chikowero calls

missionary witchcraft.20 It was witchcraft because it altered the makeup of Vana Vevhu at
every level of existence – spiritual, physical, emotional and mental. This was
Chaminuka’s prophetic boulder rolling with a mighty force. The process of alteration was
institutionalized when VaNgezi renamed Madzimbabwe, Rhodesia in 1890. This name
was derived from the megalomaniac Cecil John Rhodes (1853-1902), a master of
deception, lies and thievery, who upheld racist, white supremacist ideals. Rhodes stated:
“I contend that we [Anglo-Saxons] are the finest race in the world, and
that the more of the world we inhabit, the better it is for the human race.
Just fancy those parts that are at present inhabited by the most despicable
specimens of human beings, what an alteration there would be in them if
they were brought under Anglo-Saxon influence.”
And such was the goal of Rhodesian mis-education — to alter we ‘despicable’ Vana
Vevhu and bring us ‘under Anglo-Saxon influence.”
This so-called ‘alteration’ was in fact mis-education and colonial brainwashing.

An act of missionary witchcraft that has led to Kudzungaira. It is important to note that
there was an allyship between capitalist colonial settlers, and missionary settlers. In fact,
Rhodes employed “Christian” missionaries to deceive King Lobengula, the Ndebele

monarch who was perceived as the ruler of Madzimbabwe, in a fraudulent negotiation
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Ibid., 1.
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process known as the Rudd Concession of 1888.21 The descriptions of Rhodesian mis-

education system as colonial brainwashing or missionary witchcraft speak to the ways
Rhodesians intentionally sought to stifle the intellectual development of Africans in order
to steal land and minerals and extract labor.

VaNgezi committed epistemicide — genocide of knowledge systems.22 The
epistemological death of my community was in many ways, more cruel than physical
death. The epistemicide attacked the very fabric of our Hunhu by working to erase
collective cultural memory and subsequently holding any evidence of our cultural past
hostage. Today, 90% of Africa’s cultural heritage is held hostage outside of the
continent.23 The majority of Zimbabwe’s cultural memory in tangible (i.e. physical
artifacts, many of which are sacred and were illegally extracted through colonial plunder
and theft) and intangible (i.e. digitized recordings) media is inaccessible to Vana Vevhu.
In ChiVanhu, music is the portal between the living and the ancestors in
Nyikadzimu — the ancestral realm. This connection is as strong as an umbilical
connection between a mother and her unborn child because the ancestors of our
bloodlines feed us with vital energy we need to live well. This connection is affirmed
through song and music, and defines Hunhu Hwedu — our ChiVanhu personhood.
VaNgezi recognized the strength of this connection and established missionary schools

whose purpose it was to spiritually disarm Vana Vevhu. Children were kidnapped from
their families, brainwashed in missionary boarding schools, and charged to report any
acts of ChiVanhu cultural expression, such as ceremonies or rituals, to the invaders’
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Stanlake Samkange, The Origins of Rhodesia (New York, NY: Frederick A. Praeger Publishers, 1969).
Chikowero, African Music, Power, and Being in Colonial Zimbabwe., 1
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Ashley Lime, "A Guide to Africa’s Looted Treasures," BBC News 2018,
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overseeing administration.24 Spiritual elders were publicly flogged in order to

dehumanize and humiliate them in the eyes of the community, indigenous instruments
like the Mbira DzeVadzimu, and Ngoma were burned, and any traditional cultural
practices were negatively storied as demonic, barbaric and heathen. ChiVanhu musical

expression was forcibly driven underground and the expressions of this music were
subversive from this point onwards.
In addition to the spiritual disarmament enacted by Christian missionaries and
the colonial plunder of physical artifacts, mis-education through brainwashing was forced
on Vana Vevhu. The VaNgezi set up ‘education’ policies that actively sought to stifle the
intellectual development of Vana Vevhu so that that the 98% African majority would
work as laborers for the 2% European minority. The VaNgezi mis-education was also
driven by a deep fear of the African’s power to upturn the precarious colonial regime.
MuNgezi, N.D. Atkinsons expresses the following:
The European minority finds itself permanently on the defensive. Any
shift in the balance of economic and political power towards the African
majority is seen as a threat to the security of their own interests. Not
infrequently [the European minority] have taken refuge in a prejudice
against the African which derides [the African’s] innate capacity to

achieve the standards of [so-called] Western civilization. The dominating
psychological factor in this prejudice is fear, fear of the Black man’s
economic rivalry, fear of this political rivalry, fear of his overwhelming

numbers. If the native were admitted to full partnership, it is at least
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doubtful where it would be possible to maintain the standard of living of

all the whites at the present level, under the existing economic system. It is
undoubtedly the indirect appreciation of this fact that is behind the
determination...to keep the native out of the skilled labour market at all

costs.25
It is this fear of the African majority that led to the Land Apportionment Act of
1930 that stated that Africans could only attend schools in Black designated areas and
could never enroll at the wealthier schools in the formerly all-White suburbs. There was
also the Policy for African Education, which created an education bottleneck that was
defined by A.P. Smith, the Rhodesian Minister of Mis-Education in 1966. This policy
stated that only 2% of Rhodesia’s GNP would be spent on African Education. This meant
that only 12.5% of Africans in Grade 7 could proceed to Form 1, while 37.5% were to go
to vocational schools, and the remaining 50% were to be absorbed into industry or
agriculture for labor. This bottleneck system ensured that by 1969, 1.5 million Africans
over the age of seven had been rejected access to education and sentenced to a life of
labor in roles such as “house-girl” or “garden-boy.” By 1980, “out of every 1000 Black
schoolchildren, only 337 complete[d] primary school, only 60 [went] to secondary
school, only 37 reach[ed] Form four” and an even smaller fraction were permitted to

attend university with very strict restrictions on what we could study (Africans could not
pursue law or medicine - only professions like nursing, teaching etc. were allowed).26
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The VaNgezi mis-education system was built on the mandate of enforcing an

alleged “civilizing mission.” This mission sought to systematically destroy, deliberately
distort or censor the positive aspects of Africans’ cultural life while underscoring the
negative.27 Negative storytelling was a vital pillar in the dehumanizing efforts of

VaNgezi. The narrative of Europeans bringing “civilization” to an alleged “Dark
Continent” inhabited by “savages” was pivotal to the global brainwashing exercise of
illegal colonial occupation. Global, because this viral story has infected and affected
present-day worldviews of Africans lives. Africans were dehumanized, and Europeans
convinced themselves of the nobility of their “white saviorism.” Atkinson, a MuNgezi
continues:
Much that can be said of the course of social and political development in
Rhodesia holds true for the African continent as a whole. It is largely the story
of an ancient African society, for many centuries separated from the mainstream
of human progress, but brought at last, with almost dramatic abruptness, into
intimate contact with the life of a European settlement.28
This is the dehumanizing colonial invader lie. A lie that has been perpetuated
over and over in the colonial story of Madzimbabwe and the continent of Africa. The lie
claims that we were and had nothing before the white man wrote us into existence with

the same power of the Christian God who spoke the universe into existence. According to
this story we had no words, no power, no names and no purpose until “whiteness”
became our beacon and aspiration. This dehumanizing story cast us Africans and Vana

Vevhu and subhuman characters in European epic adventure. And it was this lie of a
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story that created white saviorism regarding the African continent. Chimurenga

ChePfungwa liberates us from this falsity. Atkinson further states:
“The feeling of insecurity among the European community has frequently
proved a decisive director in the development of educational policy in

Rhodesia. In effect, it has ensured that plans for education must always
receive careful scrutiny, not only from the viewpoint of efficiency and
value for money, but also with reference to their possible impact on the
balance between the races which make up Rhodesia society. The
emergence of a class of educated Africans, capable of bidding for a share
in the ascendancy still securely held in European hands, must have far
greater implications in Rhodesia….where a handful of expatriate civil
servants stood to lose [much] by a [sic] transfer of power to African hands.
Education policy in Rhodesia can be wholly understood if placed against
the background of the political strategy pursued by successive Rhodesian
administrations down through the years.”29
To call so-called VaNgezi “education” mis-education is true and apt. The
colonial curriculum was never intended for our benefit as Vana Vevhu. Rather it was
created simply so that Vana Vevhu would always be mentally indentured, capable only of

labor and service. And so, to describe the VaNgezi mis-education system as colonial
brainwashing is not at all dramatic, rather, the term speaks to the very intentional ways
VaNgezi sought to stifle the intellectual development of Vana Vevhu in order to protect
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their precarious position as illegal bandits who had hijacked the trajectory of nation that

was, and is not theirs.
These excerpts reveal that the goal of Rhodesian mis-education was to protect
the European minority from any forces that would threaten or destabilize their colonial

state. In order to do this, they attacked anything and everything that could give Vana
Vevhu strength: the family unit, community, spirituality, and the freedom of ChiVanhu
cultural expression through songs and music. The physical bodies of Vana Vevhu was
subjected to acts of brutality: children where brutalized in missionary schools through
corporal punishment and manual labor, women were over-sensualized in the European
male perverted imagination and raped; and men were over-policed and publicly beaten.
This socio-political overview of Madzimbabwe’s history informs the ways
Madzimbabwe’s colonial past impacts ChiVanhu expressive cultures today. The goal of
this overview is to drive home the deeply negative impact of the colonial encounter and
to stress the urgency behind creating and implementing a liberated, cultural music
curriculum that is articulated and defined by us, Vana Vevhu.
The culture bearers who still hold our ancestral songs are a rare, precious
resource. Despite the attempts to suppress our expressive music cultures, our ancestral
traditions have weathered the colonial storm and continue to reside in our elders – our

living museums and archives. Colonial mis-education insisted on a European-facing
music curriculum that overlooked the canon of traditional Madzimbabwe music. This act
meant that the grassroots community of Chivanhu culture-bearers were excluded from

mainstream sites of knowledge reproduction, forcing a void between Vana Vevhu miseducated in European institutions in Madzimbabwe, and those who maintained a
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connection with the Chivanhu indigenous ways of knowing, beings and creative

expression. This intentional exclusion and targeted desecration of indigenous knowledge
left indigenous culture bearers such as vanaGwenyambira vulnerable to exploitative acts
of extraction. And the original cultural exploiters of Madzimbabwe mbira music were

ethnomusicologist.
Neo-liberal colonialism is currently manifested through do-goodism,
voluntourism and knowledge colonization. The discipline of ethnomusicology is guilty of
perpetuating colonial imbalances of power, hence why the discipline is currently under
serious scrutiny in scholarly communities. Because of the history of European VaNgezi
colonial settlers violently attacking ChiVanhu cultural expressivities, cultural
practitioners like the Gwenyambira and mbira makers were disenfranchised. We Africans
were not permitted to fully express our personhood thorough music rituals and
ceremonies, but European and American ethnomusicologists such as Hugh Tracey, were
permitted to conduct field recordings of this music and establish colonial archives such as
the International Library of African Music (ILAM) that would whitewash the narrative of
Maddzimbabwe mbira music, hold Madzimbabwe cultural memory hostage and render it
inaccessible to future Vana Vevhu, and finally exploit these recordings by corporatizing
the archives and selling them to institutions -- offering none of the profits to the creators

of the knowledge. Though the discussion knowledge theft by colonial archives is outside
of the scope of this paper, I will share reflections on digital colonization and cultural
vampirism that I penned in response to Google’s doodle on Madzimbabwe Mbira music,

published on May 21, 2020:
CULTURAL VAMPIRES: White Exploitation of Zimbabwean Mbira Music
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I woke up this morning to my phone buzzing at the news of today’s Google

Doodle focusing on mbira. Thank you to everyone who recognizes that this
music is my calling and respects my voice in this discourse. With that
great responsibility at heart, I do want to share why today feels like a loss

for me.

When I was a senior at Princeton, I was in a “Music of Africa” class. The
focus, unbeknownst to me, was Zimbabwean mbira music, and the class
was taught entirely by a white man. In Zimbabwe, I attended a Catholic
school established by missionaries in 1892. Christian missionary
education was an arm of colonialism used to destabilize and eradicate our
Chivanhu spiritual cultural practices. N’anga (healers), Gwenyambira
(mbira musicians), and Svikiro (spirit mediums) were hunted and killed.
Any families seen performing these ceremonies were beaten and publicly
humiliated. This fear and trans-generational trauma, is what drove
Chivanhu practices “underground.”
My grandmother was a Svikiro. I remember a third grade Shona class
where I excitedly shared our family’s spiritual practices. My teacher took

me outside and said, “We don’t talk about those demonic things here.” I
felt ashamed and confused. I didn’t realize I was evil, and from that day
on, I vowed never to play mbira.
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My father always asked me when I would start playing mbira. I was

classically trained in piano, cello, voice; I conducted our church choir
and was beginning to carve out my professional musical career. My father
kept asking and I would strongly reject. I would have dreams of my

ancestors begging to speak through me, and I refused vehemently. But my
ancestors are incredibly strong and their will is the only way. You don’t
choose to play mbira, it chooses you.

I left Zimbabwe on an educational scholarship to the USA when I was
sixteen. I was totally uprooted at an age where I was still formulating
ideas about myself. My ancestral dreams intensified and I was also
starting to question the colonial rubric that educated me. In an act of selfliberation, I asked my father to send me a mbira.

I have no words to describe what happened the night I played my mbira. I
played all night in my dorm room, and I played songs no one had ever
taught me how to play. Mbira had chosen me. And so began my arduous
and painful journey of unlearning and relearning. I was at Princeton at

this point, and the first place I looked for the knowledge I was seeking was
the library. I read book after book and not one of them served me. They
were all wrong. Spellings were wrong, the understanding of the

cosmological and spiritual grounding of mbira practices were wrong. The
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level of misunderstanding was offensive, and all these books were written

by white men.

Imagine the discomfort I felt when a white man walked in to teach the

“Music of Africa” course on mbira music. This lecturer grounded his
teaching in the very texts I found lacking. The Zimbabwe education system
has a high teacher-student power difference so I struggled to find a way to
express my discomfort in a way that would still be respectful. There was a
lecture where every translation from the Shona language was wrong. I
voiced these errors and this lecturer said, “Your language and knowledge
were passed down orally; no one really knows anything, not even you.”
This lecturer destabilized any ownership or authorship of my mbira
epistemology in the same way colonizers and missionaries had my
ancestors 120 years prior.

These experiences informed my call to scholarship. I learned, in a difficult
way, the importance of centering Zimbabwean self-articulation in all
mediums of cultural production. My father always said, “The tales of the

hunter will always glorify the hunter until the lioness learns to write.”
As a scholar, healer through mbira music, and professor, creating a
liberated zone for Chivanhu-centered epistemologies is my calling. I see

the keepers of our traditions as national treasures. I myself was once lost,
and had it not been for the surviving mbira families who still hold our
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cultural secrets, I would still be lost. I also feel called to protect and

defend our cultural community from the very same cultural vampires
whose progenitors wreaked spiritual havoc in our practices. With this in
mind, I pay very close attention to who holds decision-making positions in

any act of cultural reproduction vis-a-vis mbira music.
Today’s Doodle embodies all these complexities. My first action was to
look at the production team and see who was driving the articulation of
the project. This Doodle was driven by the culturally vampiric, white
mbira community that has systematically exploited our cultural richness

for their own monetary gain. I know these people personally, and I know
the artists they have preyed on.

I pray the mbira musicians in the Google Doodle were compensated fairly
and I pray that the artists whose voices we hear singing own the rights to
that music. There is so much more to say on this, but I do want to urge all
guardians and practitioners of Chivanhu traditions (mbira and otherwise)
to 1. be wary of white faces behind black cultural production, and 2. to
proudly take ownership of our self-articulation.
Stay safe. Stay woke

Cultural vampires are those that subsist from the vital essence of our bloodlines.

Discussions of ‘culture vultures’ have circulated academic spaces but I vehemently
disagree with this terminology for vultures prey on carcasses of dead animals. My culture
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is very much alive, it is those who seek to drain our vitality to prop up their own

existence who are dead. Madzimbabwe’s cultural space needs to be reclaimed and
fiercely protected by Vana Vevhu. For the last century, the global discourse surrounding
our cultural expressivity has been unjustly monopolized by invader narratives that have

done nothing but tell a singular story. The purpose of these preceding three chapters is to
present the very high stakes present in Madzimbabwe’s creative, cultural expression
through music. Our music is sacred and the knowledge genocide enacted upon our
cultural memory calls for redress and reparations. In addition to the epistemicide
committed against Vana Vevhu, colonial forces pillaged cultural storehouses, pilfered
music traditions and built cultural institutions that hold our cultural memory hostage to
this day.
Chimurenga ChePfungwa intends to right these historical and present wrongs by:
1. Holding cultural vampires and institutions accountable for the ongoing
cultural heist and knowledge colonialism perpetuated by systemic white
supremacy in academia, philanthropy, and cultural education
2. Repatriating knowledge archives to Madzimbabwe
3. Establishing a Chimurenga ChePfungwa curriculum that centers
ChiVanhu indigenous knowledge systems in order to bridge the gaps in

our community’s cultural memory
This paper focuses on the third point by offering an anthology of ChiVanhu songs. It is
my hope that the creation of this anthology will engender a robust Madzimbabwe cultural

curriculum that will heal us from a century of colonial mis-education and (re)educate all
Zimbabweans globally by 2025. It is through this detailed and intentional process of
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remembering and re-membering that we will heal, regenerate living energy and thrive as

Madzimbabwe.
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CHAPTER 4

CHIMURENGA CHEPFUNGWA: LIBERATED ZONES
Muka
Muka iwe
Muka tishande
Muka basa ratimirira
Kukuru kukuru kukururu
Jongwe rachema
Ndoshandira amai vangu
Ndoshandira baba
Ndoshandira vana vangu
Handizorereba
Ndoshanda nemaoko angu
Ndoshandisa njere
Ndofamba nemakumbo angu
Handiridze mhere
(Wake up
Wake up
Wake up let’s work
Wake up, we have work to do
Cock-a-doodle-doo!
The rooster cries

I work hard for my mother
I work hard for my father
I work hard for my children
I do not rest
I work with my hands
And my mind is sharp
I walk distances with my legs
And I never cry)30
In Jordan Peele’s Get Out, the Black characters in The Sunken Place regain
consciousness at the bright flash of a camera. Once the camera flashes, the foggy

30

Tanyaradzwa Tawengwa, "Muka Iwe," in The Dawn of the Rooster (2014).
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cloudiness dissipates from their eyes, and the characters immediately become lucid,

regaining control of their bodies, minds and spirits. The first character to regain
consciousness immediately warns Chris to “GET OUT!” and the second character takes a
gun, shoots the white woman antagonist who lured Chris into her family’s home for the

brain surgery, and then points the gun to his own head and shoots himself. Chimurenga
ChePfungwa is the bright camera flash that reinstates consciousness as a panacea to
attempted colonial zombification and existential unconsciousness. Chimurenga
ChePfungwa urges Vana Vevhu to liberate themselves from The Sunken Place, echoing
the words of Madzimbabwe’s Mhondoro, spiritual matriarch and leader of the
Chimurenga of 1896-7 Mbuya Nehanda who said, “Tora Gidi Uzvitonge” – take the gun,
and rule yourself. Mbuya Nehanda spoke of the literal gun; Chimurenga ChePfungwa
calls for the epistemological gun of knowledge.
I identify as a singer, composer, healer and a scholar of African self-liberation.
As an educator and scholar of African self-liberation my work is to take action against
any oppressive elements of African realities by awakening critical consciousness through
education and creative expression. This awakening is only possible through a thorough
knowledge of self. Rhodesian mis-education sought to ensure that we as Vana Vevhu
would never arrive at this transformational moment of wakefulness. Chimurenga

ChePfungwa says “Muka!” an imperative command that calls us to wake up.
On September 28, 2015, the former President of the Republic of South Africa,
Jacob Zuma, delivered a lecture on the African Union’s 2063 Agenda and goals at

Princeton University. The 2063 Agenda lists the direction African leaders wish the
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continent to take, and the measurable goals they would like us to reach by 2063. Listed

on the Goals and Priority Areas of Agenda 2063 are the following:
1.

A Prosperous Africa, based on Inclusive Growth and Sustainable
Development

2. An Integrated Continent Politically united and based on the ideals of PanAfricanism and the vision of African Renaissance
3. An Africa of Good Governance, Democracy, Respect for Human Rights,
Justice and the Rule of Law
4. A Peaceful and Secure Africa
5. Africa with a Strong Cultural Identity Common Heritage, Values and Ethics
6. An Africa Whose Development is people driven, relying on the potential
offered by African People, especially its Women and Youth, and caring for
Children
7. An Africa as a Strong, United, Resilient and Influential Global Player and
Partner31
The agenda states that education in Science, Technology and Innovation are the
avenues to reach these goals. Following President Zuma’s address, I asked the former
President what the role of the artists was and is, in reaching these 2063 Agenda? I

expressed that the contribution of African creatives to the growth of our continent is so
often overlooked by leaders, even though imagining a prosperous future is a creative
exercise in and of itself.

31

"African Union Agenda 2063," accessed April 26, 2021, https://au.int/en/agenda2063/goals.
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Self-liberation is fundamentally creative work.32 This role of the artist is that of

a healer and a prophet: to hold a mirror and look unflinchingly on the truth of the present,
and to give the community permission to imagine the collective future by channeling
imagination and creativity to lift us beyond what our human eye can behold and fathom

at present. There is no self-articulated development without the artist. The artist is
essential to creating and conjuring the future through magical acts of divination, creative
expression and healing.
Chimurenga ChePfungwa calls on the songs of liberation that have come before
us. This anthology humanizes Vana Vevhu by prioritizing our voices and our stories, in
our languages. Concern for humanization leads at once to the recognition of
dehumanization.33 As a scholar of African self-liberation, calling for Chimurenga
ChePfungwa means that somewhere along the African historical timeline, we were
dehumanized, and our minds were bound and enslaved. A call to be liberated requires
recognition of why liberation was necessary in the first place. Dehumanization manifests
in lived realities such as forcible removal from indigenous lands, rape, and the inhumane
construct of racism. Dehumanization is systemically propagated along trans-generational
and multi-generational lines, and ultimately, dehumanization is what makes oppression
possible in the first place. Humans cannot be oppressed, but savages, brutes, uncivilized

creatures, monkeys, and k*ffirs can.34 As a healer, it is my responsibility to look
unflinchingly upon the epistemic wounds and begin to treat them. Perceiving the extent
of dehumanization in my community has been spiritually, physically, emotionally and

32

Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, 50th Anniversary Edition ed. (New York, NY: Bloomsbury
Academic, 1970).
33
Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed.
34
Kaffir is an extremely offensive racial slur against Vana Vevhu meaning “the heathens.”
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intellectually heavy. One may look at the material covering 600 years of dehumanization

and earnestly ask if humanization is even possible. I stand here to proclaim that it is not
only possible, but it also simply has to be. Therefore, the liberating pedagogy of
Chimurenga ChePfungwa constitutes the rethinking of African humanity and boldly

acting on it.
Oppression castrates a people’s power to create and re-create by stifling creative
thinking. If a mind and soul can imagine, manifest and create, that mind is totally free.
However, if a mind and soul is conditioned to always fear and doubt, this results in a
creative dis-ability - the inability to conceive of, articulate and initiate creative
transformation in oneself and in one’s lived reality.
Without the oppressed, the oppressor cannot exist.35 The oppressor simply
cannot exist without the oppressed, and therein lies their weakness. Our work as
Chimurenga ChePfungwa practitioners of healing through self-liberation is not to change
or even consider the oppressor, rather it is to focus on the blossoming of our own
humanity, to set our own terms and to show up authentically, full of energy, radiance and
vitality. By simply making a commitment to our community’s freedom, we sever ties
with the oppressor and leave them with the existentialist work of discovering how to
humanize themselves for anyone who dehumanizes another, also dehumanizes

themselves. Our current social reality exists as the product of past and current human
action. Transformation, therefore, will be conceived as the product of current human
action, and our collective hopes for a humane future.

35

Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed.
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Chimurenga ChePfungwa offers a path to the goals listed in the Agenda 2063

and beyond. Chimurenga ChePfungwa offers a way in which we, the members
Madzimbabwe’s creative community, can begin to believe in ourselves, the validity and
power of our stories, the beauty of our music and the strength of our voices. This re-

instatement of collective self-confidence must be self-initiated through clarity of purpose
and strong conviction. Chimurenga ChePfungwa, therefore, is an intentional, culturally
centered, creative learning-space that prioritizes indigenous ways of knowing and
embodied experiences of being as the launch-pad for a grounding vocal pedagogy in
Madzimbabwe.
4.1 Liberated Zones
Chimurenga ChePfungwa calls for Liberated Zones. Liberated Zones are selfcreated locales that hold space for the awakening and deeper exploration of individual
and collective consciousness. Liberated Zones are not new to Madzimbabwe - they predate colonial invasion and existed during the colonial regime. A study of African-owned
cultural spaces in the colonial era will reveal that these Liberated Zones were sites of
community healing, nation building, spiritual regeneration and communal restoration. As
a scholar of African self-liberation, I am dedicated to honoring existing Liberated Zones
and creating Liberated Zones to serve the healing needs of my community. Chimurenga

ChePfungwa calls for hands-on, grassroots mobilizing, institutional building and
curriculum creation. The list below shares Liberated Zones currently in existence.
I. The Mushandirapamwe Hotel, est. 1972

Mushandirapamwe is a Madzimbabwe philosophy meaning “working together
as one.” In 1972 Matemai George Chirume Tawengwa, built the Mushandirapamwe
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Hotel in Highfield, Harare, Madzimbabwe. The opening of this space was unprecedented

- Matemai George was an African man living under colonial Rhodesian rule yet he
created a business empire worth millions of dollars and built this prolific hotel in the
blacks-only township of Highfield.36

This Liberated Zone was dedicated to the people of Southern Africa and our
struggle for liberation. The hotel was home to many political revolutionaries and freedom
fighters, with rooms dedicated to liberation leaders who held clandestine meetings there.
The space was also an uncensored home for artists from all over the African continent.
Prolific musicians such as the exiled, Grammy-award winning Miriam Makeba,
Mahotella Queens, Oliver “Tuku” Mtukudzi, Thomas Mapfumo, Hugh Masekela, Bakithi
Khumalo and Simon Chimbetu describe performing at the hotel as a rite of passage. The
Mushandirapamwe Hotel also served as transitional housing for Freedom Fighters
returning home after the Chimurenga of 1965-1980.

4.2 Existing, Self-Crafted Liberated Zones
These are Liberated Zones that I have created so that Chimurenga ChePfungwa can have
a tangible, positive impact on the global Madzimbabwe community.
I. Zimbabwe KIDS Summer Camp, est. 2020

The Zimbabwe KIDS Summer Camp is a Zimbabwean cultural learning space
for the global community of Zimbabwean families living all over the world. Our mission
is to create citizens by grounding children in the Madzimbabwe teachings of

Mushandirapamwe (collective cooperation), Hunhu (a love for humanity) and Chivanhu

36

Matemai George Chirume Tawengwa is my paternal grandfather.
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(ancestral wisdom as a way of being). Education in and about Zimbabwe is bound by the

shackles of neo-colonialism and Christian missionary proselytism. Most readily available
information about our identity, cultures and customs was produced by a European settler
narrative whose intention was to depict our people as sub-human, barbaric and savage,

and to force ideas of European civilization into our minds and spirits. The Zimbabwe
KIDS Summer camp offers a liberated Zimbabwean cultural curriculum - Chimurenga
chePfungwa - which centers Chivanhu epistemologies, cultural producers, culture bearers
and indigigenous languages in order to ensure that our children are truly liberated in their
thoughts, emotions, bodies and spirits.
II. Zimbabwe Artists Collective, est. 2020
The Zimbabwean Artists Collective is a growing, professional network of
Zimbabwean artists and scholars around the globe. Our mission is to connect
Zimbabwean cultural producers and to repopulate the global, Zimbabwean cultural
archive with the works and voices of Zimbabwean creators themselves. This work is
vital, as much of the discourse on Zimbabwean cultural production has been driven for
decades by white men. This collective is also committed to relearning and reclaiming our
cultural birthrights. Our indigenous knowledge has been relentlessly attacked over five
centuries of colonial plunder. We use our collective as a space to heal the disembodiment

of coloniality, and to re-embody what it means to be Zimbabwean through collaborative,
healing, creative practice
III. Mushandirapamwe Singers est. 2016

The Mushandirapamwe Singers is a group of professional singers from the PanAfrican Diaspora, singing the music of Southern African tradition and revolution.
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Founded in 2016 by Tanyaradzwa A. Tawengwa — the granddaughter of George

Chirume Tawengwa — with a group of vocal students from the University of Kentucky’s
esteemed opera program, the group aims to perform arrangements and original
compositions celebrating music from the classical Pan-African tradition as inspired by

the legendary Mushandirapamwe Hotel.
IV. Gwenyambira Union, est. 2020
The Gwenyambira Union’s mission is to protect Zimbabwean Chivanhu cultural
producers in their business dealings with foreign institutions. The union offers business
workshops, advising, contract creation, negotiation and review; legal representation and
mediation. This grassroots organization was created in response to Google’s Doodle on
mbira music. Our collective received reports about Gwenyambira (the title given to mbira
musicians) not being compensated fairly, if at all. In recognition of the inequities that
have long characterized the experiences of the Zimbabwean Gwenyambira community,
the Gwenyambira Union works to remedy asymmetrical power dynamics that have
tended to negatively impact and blatantly exploit Zimbabwean talents, cultural
productions, and mbira artists. It is a fact that when it comes to the African continent,
indigenous music and dance arts exist in the “grey area” of international intellectual
property law and as such constitute a deeply vulnerable demographic in the global

creative industry. The Gwenyambira Union recognizes this oversight along with the
ongoing misappropriation of Zimbabwean mbira music, the misrepresentation of this
genre as a cultural artifact, and non-recognition of the Zimbabwean individuals and

genealogies that sustain mbira music. The pattern of cultural imperialism that
accompanies the growth of “world music” as an industry also ensures that Gwenyambira
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are excluded and at times barred from the full spectrum of financial benefits, social

benefits, and adequate legal representation that would allow them be on equal footing
with their (typically Euro-American) peers in the field. Without the structured facilities
that a unified resource organization affords, Gwenyambira will continue to be an

exploitable resource within American cultural spaces. The Gwenyambira Union is but
one step toward the resolution of a global phenomenon of ongoing exploitations (aka.
Cultural Vampirism) of African indigenous art forms.
V.

Mwedzi, Sikarudzi – The Divine Feminine

In Chivanhu, mwedzi means “month”, “moon” and “menstrual cycle.” Sikarudzi means
“create the people” and “vagina.” This Liberated Zone is a women-only learning space
dedicated to embodying the Feminine Divine from a Chinvahu-centered lens. Sensual,
ancestral traditions such as Chinamwari (a body of sensual dances taught to young
women during puberty and before marriage), Zvuma (waist beads), and the knowledge of
ChiVanhu healing herbs are taught during this monthly gathering. Members of this
collective meet every month at the full moon.
Chimurenga ChePfungwa calls for an awakening of consciousness. It is a bright
flash of light that ends the listless wandering brought on by Kudzungaira, and marks the
beginning of a liberated life. This liberation can only take place in sanctified, self-created

spaces that are free from colonial baggage. These spaces are called Liberated Zones. For
the Madzimbabwe creative community spaces such as Mushandirapamwe Hotel
constitute historic Liberated Zones that still stand today. Other Liberated Zones are the

Zimbabwe KIDS Summer Camp, the Zimbabwe Artists Collective, the Zimbabwe
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Scholars Symposium, the Gwenyambira Union and Mwedzi, Sikarudzi – the Divine

Feminine.

CHAPTER 5
CHIMURENGA CHEPFUNGWA: A LIBERATED ANTHOLOGY OF SONGS FOR
THE MADZIMBABWE SINGER
5.1 Chimurenga ChePfungwa: A Liberated Anthology of Madzimbabwe Songs for
the Madzimbabwe Singer
Self-craft is the antidote to colonial witchcraft. The work of this generation of
Vana Vevhu is to break colonialism’s back through a full-bodied commitment to
defining, naming and expressing ourselves in our words on our own terms. This chapter
offers a sample of the works to be included in a full-volume anthology of vocal works to
be sung by the beginning singer in Madzimbabwe. The preceding chapters have outlined
the histories of cultural expression in Madzimbabwe, the policies that suppressed said
expresivities through violence, and the healing that will be attained by reclaiming the
ancestral vocal canon and using it as a foundation for vocal technique.
This anthology is grouped into four sections:
1. Nziyo dzeChinyakare (sacred ancestral music)

2. Nziyo dzeVana (children’s songs)
3. Nziyo dzeChimurenga (songs from the Liberation Struggles)
4. Minamato (sacred music from the Makwaya choral tradition)
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Each section includes a brief description of the piece, the lyrics and translations

and an arrangement of the song.37
The instrumentation in the anthology prioritizes indigenous Madzimbabwe
instruments, and the gitare (guitar) which holds strong significance in the Chimurenga

Music canon. Because indigenous instruments like the Mbira dzeVadzimu were
demonized through Christian missionary propaganda, musicians like Thomas Mukanya
Mapfumo took Nziyo dzeChinyakare and transcribed the music to guitar in an act of
defiance and innovation that marked the renaissance of mbira music during the
Chimurenga of 1965-1980. The gitare, therefore, constitutes a refashioned indigenous
instrument.
The form of most songs is kushaura nekutsinhira -- call-and-response. In some
instances, the scores offer multi-part vocal arrangements. This is in the event that the
singer would like to experience the songs in the ensemble context that music lives in.
However, if a solo performance is preferred, the singer can focus solely on the Kushaura
line.

Table 5.1 Glossary of Madzimbabwe Musical Terms and Instruments

Gitare

A guitar

Hwamanda/Bhosvo

An antelope horn with three pitches

Kuombera

To clap with the hands cupped

Kupururudza

To ululate

37

Because the anthology is focused on the beginner singer in Madzimbabwe, there is no IPA. If singers
from other places are interested in exploring this repertoire, they can contact the arranger for learning
materials.
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Kushaura

The leading voice in the call-and-response

Kutsinhira

The responding voice or voices in the call and response

Makwa

Wooden blocks

Marimba

The marimba instrument

Mbira

A melodic instrument consisting of a gwariva (soundboard),
deze (resonator) and metal keys played by a Gwenyambira

Ngoma

A tall, deep drum

5.2 Nziyo dzeChinyakare
Nziyo dzeChinyakare is the transgenerational, ancestral canon of songs that have
been passed down within each clan. These songs are sung at mapira -- ceremonies of
ancestral propitiation -- with the purpose of summoning healing, providence, abundance,
clarity and a spirit of unity to the clan.
i. Hurombo Gara Wega
Hurombo Gara Wega is a song that remembers the ancestors that have come
before. This song comes from the ChiVanhu spiritual canon and is sung in This song is
sung in times of sorrow, grief and mourning.
ii. Tora Huta Hwako
Tora Huta Hwako features the sacred Mhande rhythm that features at mapira
ceremonies. The rhythm is a 1-2, 1-2-3-4, 1-2-3 polyrhythm that incorporates dance and
percussion. Tora Huta Hwako is a warrior song, filled with encouragement to face

challenges head-on. This song was taught to me by my mothers and shared with me in the
context of Ngano. Tora Huta Hwako is a song that is sung within a narrative context, and
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it is this storytelling context that conveys pedagogical meaning. Learning therefore is

inextricably linked to performance practice.
5.3 Nziyo Dzevana
i. Anchulele

In 2012, I traveled home to Madzimbabwe to spend time with my family. During
that time, I sat with each of my family members and asked them to sing me the songs
they sang in their childhood. My mother sat me down and taught me Anchulele,
Anchulele is a name-game, where young children dance in the middle of a circle,
sharing their names, the names of their parents, and fun facts about themselves. The song
is in Kushaura-Kutsinhira form (call-and-response form), with Mushauri (the caller)
improvising the call as they go along. This form of music-making brings the community
together and evinces the values we uphold as a people namely, Mushandirapamwe.
Anchulele is an example of Matura eRuzivo, indigenous repositories of
knowledge. Anchulele teaches about Mutupo — the ancestral naming system that
establishes bonds of kinship and bloodlines. This song asks the Mushauri to delve into
their cultural memory and to retell the Mitupo and bloodlines that precede.
5.4 Nziyo dzeChimurenga
Chimurenga Music is a musical practice through which [Vana Vevhu] have

challenged subordination to colonialism since colonial occupation.38 These are selections
of liberation anthems that were banned by the colonial regime for their power to incite
insurrection.
i. Smith Akaramba

38

Chikowero, African Music, Power, and Being in Colonial Zimbabwe.
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Liberation songs were sung during the Chimurenga of 1965-1980. These songs

were meant to awaken the warrior spirit of the people and to conscientize and
politicize the people. This song was sung as a pointed warning to the former
VaNgezi Prime Minister, Ian Smith boldly stated that there would never be Black-

majority rule. This sentiment was powerfully opposed by Freedom Fighters and
Vana Vevhu and this song broadcast a message that says “If [Ian] Smith continues
to say no to Black-majority rule, we will kill him.”
ii. Ishe Komborera Afrika
Like Smith Akaramba, Ishe Komborera Afrika was intended to convey a message
to the masses during the liberation struggles spread out throughout the African
continent. This song is a prayer and it asks for the Creator to bless the people of
Africa, for Africa’s name to be uplifted and for the Spirit to come and bless the
land. Many Vana Vevhu interpreted this Spirit to be the warrior Spirit of
Murenga, whose name inspired the Zvimurenga fought throughout
Madzimbabwe’s history. This was the Pan-African national anthem sung during
the liberation struggles of many African countries in the late-1900s.

5.5 Minamato

Minamato are sung prayers taken from the Makwaya choral tradition. Makwaya
are the foremost style of ensemble, vocal music in Madzimbabwe today.
i. Mufudzi Ndiye Jehovah (Pisarema 23)
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This is a setting of Psalm 23. This setting was inspired by the voice of my
grandmother, Soneni Melusi-Mbofana who attended the Methodist Church in
Zimbabwe, and sang in the choir. This arrangement is dedicated to her.
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Figure 5.1 “Hurombo”
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ChiVanhu

ChiNgezi

Ndiwudzeiwo kwakaenda vamwe?
Hurombo gara wega.
Ndiwudzeiwo kwakaenda vamwe shuwa?
Hurombo gara wega

Tell me where the others went?
Poverty, pain and suffering leave me alone.

Ndiwudzeiwo kwakaenda ambuya vangu?
Hurombo gara wega.
Ndiwudzeiwo kwakaenda sekuru vangu?
Hurombo gara wega.

Tell me where my grandmother went?
Poverty, pain and suffering leave me alone.
Tell me where my grandfather went?
Poverty, pain and suffering leave me alone.
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Tell me where the other went, honestly?
Poverty, pain and suffering leave me alone.

Figure 5.2 “Tora Huta Hwako”

ChiVanhu

ChiNgezi

Tora huta hwako
Ndoda kuenda!

Take your bow and arrow
I want to go!

Dzinoruma nyuchi!
Dzandiruma!
Dzinoruma nyuchi!

The bees sting!
They stung me!
The bees sting!
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Figure 5.3 “Anchulele”
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Figure 5.4 “Smith Akaramba”
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ChiVanhu

ChiNgezi

Smith akaramba
Hoye hoye
Smith akaramba
Zvode gidi

If [Ian] Smith refuses [black majority rule]
Beware!
We will take to the bayonet!

Tora gidi!
Uzvitonge!

Take the bayonet and rule yourself!

Mbuya Nehanda kufa vachitaura shuwa
Kuti tingatora seyi nyika
Shoko rimwe ravakatiudza
Tora gidi uzvitonge

Mbuya Nehanda died telling us
How we can take back our land
She told us one word
“Take the bayonet and rule yourself”

Vauya kuhondo
Shuwa here
Vakamhanya-mhanya nemasango
Vakatora Anti-Eya
Kuti ruzhinji ruzvitonge

They came to war
Running through the bush
They dropped bombs
So that the black majority could become
independent
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Figure 5.5 “Ishe Komborera Afrika”
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ChiVanhu

ChiNgezi

Ishe komborera Afrika
Ngaisimudzirwe zita rayo
Inzwai miteuro yedu
Ishe komborera
Isu mhuri yayo

God bless Afrika
May her name be lifted up
Listen to our prayers
God bless us,
We, her children

Uya Mweya komborera
Uya Mweya Mutsvene
Uti komborere
Isu mhuri yayo

Come Spirit of blessing
Come Holy Spirit
Bless us
We, her children
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Figure 5.6 “Mufudzi Ndiye Jehovah”
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ChiVanhu

ChiNgezi

Mufudzi ndiye Jehova
Anondichengeta
Hapana chandinoshayiwa
Ndichivimba naye

Jehovah is my shepherd
Jehovah keeps me safe
There is nothing I lack
Trusting in Jehovah

Mandigadzirira kudya
Mberi kwavavengi
Mandizodza namafuta
Handingavhundutswe

You have prepared a meal for me
In the presence of my enemies
You have anointed me
I cannot be shaken

Nyangwe ndifambe murima
Handingatye chinhu
Nokuti imi muneni
Munondinyaradza

Even if I walk in darkness
I am not afraid
You are with me
You comfort me

Nduramo netsitsi dzenyu
Zvinozova neni
Ndichagara naJehova
Nokusingapere

Your goodness and mercy
Are always with me
I will walk with Jehovah
Forever
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CONCLUSION

Chimurenga ChePfungwa is an act of self-liberation which calls for the centering
of ChiVanhu epistemologies in the creative curricula of Madzimbabwe. Chimurenga
ChePfungwa understands that whoever defines, rules and that amagama ayadala. The

tales of the hunt will always glorify the hunter until the lioness learns to write. Colonial
viewpoints have monopolized the discourse surrounding Madzimbabwe cultural
production, and Chimurenga ChePfungwa dislodges this colonial grip by refocusing the
narrative on self-crafted, liberated views generated by Vana Vevhu. Chimurenga
ChePfungwa also calls for Liberated Zones — self-crafted spaces that allow of communal
learning, healing and expression free from any forms of oppression.
Through an understanding of the past (ziva kwawakabva kwaunoenda usiku), we
see the urgency in implementing a liberated cultural curriculum that will nurture the
Madzimbabwe singer. This curriculum offers an anthology of songs that are grounded in
Madzimbabwe’s spiritual, political and communal realities. These songs also offer
healing and joy to the Madzimbabwe singer who wishes to ground their vocal journey in
the powerful songs of freedom and self-liberation that have played a role in
Madzimbabwe’s Zvimurenga and have defined Madzimbabwe’s vocal expressive
cultures.
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PART 2

RECITAL PROGRAMS AND PROGRAM NOTES
THE DAWN OF THE ROOSTER: A CHAMBER RECITAL
Music composed and arranged by Tanyaradzwa A. Tawengwa
Geiringer Hall
February 12, 2020
University of California, Santa Barbara

Tanyaradzwa A. Tawengwa - voice, mbira, hosho
Jared Holton - piano
Dr. Mhoze Chikowero - narrator
UCSB Students - reading selected texts curated by Dr. Mhoze Chikowero, Nontsikelelo
Mutiti, Dr. Tinashe Mushakavanhu and Tanyaradzwa A. Tawengwa

1. MUKA IWE

Muka
Muka iwe!
Muka tishande!
Basa ratimirira

Wake up
Wake up, you
Wake up, let’s work
Wake up, we have work to do

Kukuru kukuru jongwe rachema

“Cock-a-doodle-doo” the rooster cries

Ndoshandira Amai vangu
Ndoshandira Baba
Ndoshandira vana vangu
Handizorere ba

I work for my mother
I work for my father
I work my children
I never rest

Ndoshanda nemaoko angu
Ndoshandisa njere
Ndofamba nemakumbo angu
Handiridze mhere

I work with my hands
I use my wit
I walk with my feet
I never complain
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NARRATOR:
The first 21 years of my life was lived in the then Rhodesia. Growing up was
bitter-sweet. Bitter because we lived under the repressive white settler regime of Ian
Smith. Schools, hospitals, residential areas and farming areas were segregated. The
“natives,” as they called us, were disenfranchised into second-class citizens. It was a
regime of infantilization: they would call our fathers “boy,” and our mothers “girl.”
But I am a daughter of struggle, Chimurenga. I wish to pay homage to my
ancestors for fighting the European settlers in the 1st Chimurenga of 1893-1896. We can
only imagine sitting here the pain and anguish of being stripped of your land and your

identity. But their strength and courage live in our DNA and that is why we are here
today and have the task of telling our own stories of Zimbabwe and Africa.
My parents were our "shock absorbers" in those formative years. They and our

grandparents before them wanted us to be educated and sacrificed the little they had so
their brothers and sisters and us their children would have a good education and could
have a chance of a better life in the future.
So our father Phillip Mbofana--father of eight--would take us to the airport to see
the airplanes take off and land, not saying much but planting the dream he had for us to
aspire to travel the world and to keep on learning. He managed to send 2 of my sisters to
England in the ‘60s to train as nurses. In his quiet way, he was saying to us: “You are no
different from the whites you. You can also do this.”
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2. PENYA PENYA

Wamuka seyi zuva penya penya
Neniwo nhasi ndichapenya penya

Good morning Sunshine!
I too, will shine today!

Hesi imi makore imi
Muchanaya here nhasi?
Muchahwandisa here zuva?
Kwete kwete! Ndichapenya penya

Hello Clouds
Will you rain today?
Will you hide the Sun?
No! I will shine!

READING 1:
Why I Joined ZANLA Women’s Detachment
by Sarudzai Churucheminza
I was born and brought up in the Mount Darwin district of Zimbabwe. Like most
African families in Zimbabwe (Rhodesia), I was born of a poor family. Being an African
woman, I suffered so much both from class-racial exploitation and the wretched feudal
idea of “male supremacy” that I grew to resent sharply the society I found myself in.
At home freedom of social movement was more easily accorded to my brothers
than to me and my older and younger sisters. I somehow disliked the notion that hard
work and initiative were associated with men in society. Women are taken to be fragile
and shy and anyone who does not conform with this characterization was taken to be
unfeminine and un-respectable.
After finishing school, I was more disappointed with my life and my society
because even with my successful school results I couldn’t find a job. I had a horde of
school certificates, but what could these papers give me? In my search for employment I
met great disillusionment.
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3. NEHONDO

Zimbabwe takaiwana nehondo asikana
Nehanda akaurayiwa nehondo
Chaminuka akaurayiwa nehondo
Kaguvi akaurayiwa nehondo

We won Zimbabwe through war
Mbuya Nehanda was killed by this war
Chaminuka was killed by this war
Sekuru Kaguvi was killed by this war
`

READING 2: UNCLE JOE I

I did my arts degree in history at the then University of Rhodesia. In black schools
you didn’t feel the racism or the second-class citizenship. You were around blacks and
you never interacted with whites or coloreds. In fact Europeans, Coloreds, Asians and

Africans had different education departments with different curricula. The one common
thread was that all the curricula were Eurocentric. I never learned any African History
and they never taught us sciences either.

My days at the university were the days I started becoming politically conscious
that I’m black but I am losing out in my own country for Chris-sake. There were no more
than twenty Africans at a time at the university but we had an African Students Union.
We would stay up for hours discussing Rhodesian Prime Minister Ian Smith’s Unilateral
Declaration of Independence. I remember on the day of graduation, Ian Smith was
capping the white graduates. When he started the capping we started to sing “Ishe
Komborera Africa,” the Pan-African National Anthem which was banned at the time.
Smith stopped the capping ceremony and said in Afrikaans, "BABOON CLIMB THE
TREE" pointing to where we were. We were chased from there; he said you are uncouth,
uncivilized, leave! He knew he was unwanted there.
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4. SMITH AKARAMBA
5. MBUYA NEHANDA

Smith akaramba
Hoye hoye
Smith akaramba
Zvode gidi

If [Ian] Smith refuses [black majority rule]
Beware!
We will take to the bayonet!

Tora gidi!
Uzvitonge!

Take the bayonet and rule yourself!
Mbuya Nehanda died telling us
How we can take back our land
She told us one word
“Take the bayonet and rule yourself”

Mbuya Nehanda kufa vachitaura shuwa
Kuti tingatora seyi nyika
Shoko rimwe ravakatiudza
Tora gidi uzvitonge

They came to war
Running through the bush
They dropped bombs
So that the black majority could become
independent

Vauya kuhondo
Shuwa here
Vakamhanya-mhanya nemasango
Vakatora Anti-Eya
Kuti ruzhinji ruzvitonge

SHORT INTERMISSION (7 MINUTES)

TANYARADZWA TO AUDIENCE:

My grandmother used to direct the choir at Highfield Methodist Church.
Highfield, as we know, was the hub of our Liberation Struggle. This is where my
grandfather George Tawengwa built Mushandirapamwe Hotel in 1972. The hotel served

as a safe location for clandestine meetings held by Freedom Fighters and it was also the
site of subversive beautiful music sung by artists such as Oliver “Tuku” Mtukudzi and
Thomas “Mukanya” Mapfumo. Conscripted into an unlikely partner to the revolution of
the hotel was the church. Africans hit revolutionary songs safely in the hymn book. Songs
like “Ishe Komborera Afrika” were banned as liberation anthems but their censorship was
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nullified in the church, where all hymns were granted political amnesty. This anthem is

Hymn 260 in the Methodist hymn book. My grandfather was a preacher and my
grandmother sang in the choir. One Sunday, he preached a sermon about oppressed
people storming the Walls of Jericho with trumpets and horns, felling them thus. My

grandfather gathered the congregation and they marched, seven times around the church
block and they were singing “Ishe Komborera Afrika.” Please rise and join me as we sing
“ISHE KOMBORERA AFRIKA”

6. ISHE KOMBORERA AFRIKA

Ishe komborera Afrika
Ngaisimudzirwe zita rayo
Inzwai miteuro yedu
Ishe komborera
Isu mhuri yayo

God bless Afrika
May her name be lifted up
Listen to our prayers
God bless us,
We, her children

Uya Mweya komborera
Uya Mweya Mutsvene
Uti komborere
Isu mhuri yayo

Come Spirit of blessing
Come Holy Spirit
Bless us
We, her children

[The piece “MUNAMATO” underscores the following text]
NARRATOR:
Afrika!
amai vedu
varikudaidzira kwatiri
zvanzi...
vana vangu
batanai
pananayi mazano
murudo.
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mukuru, mudiki wese
pane chaanogona.
vana vangu
wiriranayi, pananayi
njere nehunyanzvi
hwekuvaka nyika
kwete kuparadza.
vana vangu
yamuranai tambanudzai
maoko kana vamwe
vawirwa netsaona.
7. MUNAMATO
TANYARADZWA TO AUDIENCE:
Ziva kwawakabva, kwaunoenda usiku. Know where you came from, for the path
ahead is dark; its fate is unknowable.
In the summer of 2012, I traveled home to Zimbabwe for the break. I was a
sophomore at the time and my brother, Itai, had just died. My brother’s death shook me. I
was in the music department at Princeton, practicing for my debut as Lady Billows in
Benjamin Britten’s opera Albert Herring when the phone rang. My sister fought back
tears and simply said, “He’s gone.”
I went home because I felt a huge chasm between myself, an international student
in the US, and my family in Zimbabwe. I wanted to make sure that if anyone else were to

die while I was away, I would at least know their story. I didn’t know my brother’s story.
I began with a question, “What was life like for you, when you were my age?”
The responses astounded me. Everyone began with the same response, “We were at war.”

Ziva kwawakabva, kwaunoenda usiku. Know where you came from, for the path
ahead is dark.
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As I listened to my family tell stories of loss, grief, death, violence and hope, I

realized that until I learned these stories, I would never know myself. Before these
stories, I was living a half-life, a life in which my idea of myself was informed by a
colonial education whose mission was to separate me as far as possible from myself. As I

listened, I saw myself. I saw myself in my uncle running away from Rhodesian forces, I
saw myself in my aunt, joining the war at the age of fifteen, I saw myself in my mother,
walking into Barclays Bank as the first black woman to ever work in that space (a feeling
I feel with every opera company debut) and I see myself in my people. We are bound by
this history of violent disenfranchisement and self-liberation. We grieve the past so that
we can heal in the present and grow into our future.

8. RARISA MUSORO WAKO

Rarisa musoro wako
Pazamu rangu

Rest your head
On my breast

Mudiwa,
Huya uzorodze musoro wako pandiri

Beloved,
Come and rest your head

Rwendo rwoupenyu rwakareba
Nzira youpenyu yakaoma

Life’s journey is long
Life’s path is hard

READING 3:
I was thirteen years old. It was the end of term and I couldn’t wait to be back
home. I got off the train at First Street with my friends. I wanted to get some custard and
jelly at OK so I walked briskly to the supermarket.
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Absent-mindedly, I walked right into a white family on the sidewalk. I was jerked

back to reality when cold, thick saliva slid slowly down my face. The small white boy
spat on me. So I raised my hand and I slapped him! His parents dragged me to
the police station and the Police Officer said, “Don’t you know you are not allowed to

walk on the pavement Kaffir? How dare you hit your small boss.” I stared up at the white
policeman and in that moment he shrunk before my eyes. It was unfair. Why was I being
shouted at for hitting him? Why was no one shouting at him for spitting at me?
Resentment swelled in my heart; that boy would never be forgiven.

9. MUFUDZI NDIYE JEHOVA

Mufudzi ndiye Jehova
Anondichengeta
Hapana chandinoshayiwa
Ndichivimba naye

Jehovah is my shepherd
Jehovah keeps me safe
There is nothing I lack
Trusting in Jehovah

Mandigadzirira kudya
Mberi kwavavengi
Mandizodza namafuta
Handingavhundutswe

You have prepared a meal for me
In the presence of my enemies
You have anointed me
I cannot be shaken

Nyangwe ndifambe murima
Handingatye chinhu
Nokuti imi muneni
Munondinyaradza

Even if I walk in darkness
I am not afraid
You are with me
You comfort me

Nduramo netsitsi dzenyu
Zvinozova neni
Ndichagara naJehova
Nokusingapere

Your goodness and mercy
Are always with me
I will walk with Jehovah
Forever
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READING 4:

I don’t know when the exact day came when I realized it for myself. You hear
your parents talking about it, your elders shaking their heads but because you have
known nothing else, you do not know! It was 1976. I was at Wimpy ordering chips at the

“Blacks Only” window. A Rhodesian trooper looked at me and said, “Get out my
enemies!” That’s when I knew. I suppressed the feelings because I could not respond. We
had to register guests in our own homes! If not, you would be woken up and taken to the
police station. There was no dignity. We suffered like we were nothing. That’s when I
knew that I had to go and fight. I woke up before the dawn with my best friend Anna. We
packed little food and some supplies and we simply walked.

10. FAMBA IWE
Famba iwe
Usadzokere shure

Move forward!
Do not look back

Kwawanzi uende, enda
Kwawanzi ufambe, famba

Where you have been called to go, go
Where you have been called to walk, walk

NARRATOR:
Kune vakasara nekufira mumasango, kubvira hondo dzekutanga varungu vachiuya.
Kune vasina kukwanisa kuchemwa nekuvigwa nehama dzavo.
Tinovarangarira.
Tinovati ikoko kwavari.
Zororai murugare rwavo Mwari.
Mwari vedu havavate hope.
vakasvinura..
narinhi.
Amen.
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11. HUROMBO GARA WEGA

Ndiudzeyiwo kwakaenda vamwe?
Hurombo gara wega

Tell me where the others went?
Suffering, leave us alone.
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DMA VOICE RECITAL: THE EXILE SONGS OF MIRIAM MAKEBA
University of Kentucky
School of Music
Presents
Tanyaradzwa Tawengwa
In a DMA Voice Recital
With Tanyaradzwa Tawengwa, Mbira, Hosho and Additional Vocals
And Andrew Wilder, Guitar
March 16, 2021
Recorded in Philadelphia, PA and Denver, CO

Zenzile Miriam Makeba (1932-2008) was a pioneering, Xhosa, South African, antiApartheid activist whose global singing career elevated her to being one of the foremost
vocalists of her time. Makeba’s path is inspiring. Exiled from her homeland South Africa
because of her truth-telling through song, she spent 31 years of her life raising
consciousness about the horrors of Apartheid worldwide.
Makeba's career and personal life were deeply political. She arrived in the United
States of America in 1959 for a national tour produced by Harry Belafonte. In 1968
Makeba married Kwame Touré (formerly Stokely Carmichael), the head of the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), and all of her tour dates were subsequently
canceled. Her popularity in the United States plummeted amongst conservatives who now
viewed her as radical and extremist because of her marriage to Touré. Exiled from her

homeland, with no valid passport, Makeba seemed to be stranded. She had, however, won
the hearts of many African heads of state, and ultimately accepted the invitation of the
Guinean president Ahmed Sékou Touré to permanently relocate to Guinea.
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It was during the Guinea years that Makeba earned her affectionate title “Mama

Africa.” She toured all over the continent, mostly in countries recently liberated from
colonial rule. This recital reflects the breadth of vocal style and language Makeba
expressed in her craft -- singing and speaking many African languages fluently. Guinea

was Makeba’s home for 15 years, and in 1975 she was appointed Guinea’s representative
to the United Nations General Assembly, where she gave her famous speech denouncing
the inherent evil of Apartheid.
Makeba was finally allowed to return to her homeland South Africa in 1990.
Shortly thereafter Rolihlahla Nelson Mandela was released from prison. Makeba’s
death was as prolific as her life. She died on November 9, 2008 while performing a
concert of her activist works in Castel Volturno, Italy.

Miriam Makeba Introduction

Nongqongqo
Jikele Maweni
Taireva
Interlude
Where Does it Lead?
Naughty Little Flea
House of the Rising Sun
Interlude
Ntyilo Ntyilo
Suliram
Senzenina
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Interlude
Qongqothwane
Milele
Malaika

Interlude
Pata Pata
Miriam Makeba Outro

Nongqongqo

Taken from Makeba’s 1965 Grammy Award-winning album An Evening with
Belafonte/Makeba, this isiZulu song pays homage to anti-Apartheid Freedom Fighters
taken as prisoners by the racist European-settler Apartheid regime in South Africa.
Makeba made history with her Grammy Award win -- she was the first African in history
to ever be nominated for, and ultimately win, a Grammy Award.

Bahleli bonke etilongweni
Bahleli bonke kwaNongqongqo

They are sitting together in prison
They are sitting together at Nongqongqo

Yini we maAfrica
uzotheni uzotheni

Oh Africa!
What did you ever do to deserve this?

Nanku nanku Nanku Sobukwe
Nanku nanku uzotheni uzotheni

There he is in prison, Sobukwe
What did he do to deserve this?

Nanku nanku etilongweni
Nanku nanku uzotheni uzotheni

There they are in prison
What did they ever do to deserve this?
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Jikele Maweni

This is a Xhosa song sung in battle by a warrior. The text expresses the warriors
cry of defeat, and the need to immediately retreat. The song can also be interpreted in a
playful manner, as it is sung by young boys playing in mock fights.
Into nga za ma kwenkwe
Zo vu ke lemlanjeni
Yo Homm!
Xa ku bethi nto nga
Iyo Homm!
Amadoda yoyika
Ukubekemlanjeni
Yo Homm!
Kubakubethintonga
Iyo homm!

The boys' sticks will come to life at the river
Yo Homm!
When sticks knock against one another
Iyo homm!
Men are afraid of going to the river
Yo Homm!
Because sticks are knocking one against the other
Iyo homm!

A jikele maweni
Siyahamba

Go round to the rocks
We are going soon

A xhentsama kwenkwe
A xhentsa kwaba mandi
A xhentsama kwenke
A xhentsa lemgodini

The boys are dancing
They dance beautifully
The boys are dancing
The dance to celebrate
Their departure for the mines

A jika madoda
A jika kwaba mandi
A jika madoda
A jikele’mgondini

The men met
It was beautiful
The men met
They met for the trip to the mines
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Taireva (arr. Tanyaradzwa Tawengwa)
This is a traditional Chivanhu song from Zimbabwe. Known as Mama Africa,
Miriam Makeba was known for her renditions of classics from all over the continent of
Africa.

Taireva Mukoma
Taimboreva Mukoma

We said bad things about our big brother
We used to say bad things about our big brother

Ntyilo Ntyilo

This lullaby laments the loss of African land and African ways, to the violent
bloodshed perpetrated by European colonial settlers.

Ndavi ilizwi kwelotyholo
Ndakhangela ndasondela
Lalisitsho lisithi thili thili thili
Ntyilo ntyilo yimmandi lontsholo

I heard a voice from that bush
I looked around, I approached
It kept on saying "Tra-la, la-la, la-la."
Chirp, chirp that melody was beautiful

Wayembethe iingubo ezimhlophe
Wayembethe neengubo ezibomvu
Lalisitsho lisithi ilizwe lifile
Ntyilo ntyilo yimmandi lontsholo

They wore white robes
They also wore red robes
It kept on saying, 'There is trouble in the land”
Chirp, chirp that melody was beautiful

Lalisitsho lisithi thili thili thili
It kept on saying, “There is trouble in the land”
Ntyilo ntyilo yimmandi lontsholo Chirp, chirp that melody was beautiful
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Suliram

Miriam Makeba recorded this song after hearing it from Malay/Indonesian
descendants of slaves brought to Africa by the Dutch several hundred years ago.

Suliram, suliram, ram, ram
Suliram yang manis
Adu hai indung suhoorang
Bidjakla sana dipandang manis
Suliram, suliram, ram, ram
Suliram yang manis
Adu hai indung suhoorang
Bidjakla sana dipandang manis
Tingi la, tingi, si matahari
Suliram, Anakla koorbau mati toortambat
Suliram, sudala lama saiya menchari
Baruse klarung sa ya mendabat

Go to sleep
Go to sleep
Go to sleep, little one
Close your eyes and dream tender dreams
Go to sleep
For you are guarded, protected by my
love
Long have I waited, I've waited for you
Go to sleep
Years I spent hoping and praying for you
Go to sleep
Now that I have you right here by my side
I will not ever, no never let you go

Senzenina

Senzenina was an African liberation anthem sung throughout Southern Africa.
Senzenina?

What have we done?

Sono sami ubum’yama

Our sin is the color of our skin

AmaBhunu ayi zinja

These European settlers act like gods

Tatadzeyi ko?

What have we done to deserve this?
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Qongqothwane

Audiences loved Makeba’s rendition of this Xhosa classical. Makeba often
introduced this number by criticizing the way Europeans would ask her to sing “the click
song” instead of saying the title in full. Based upon a proverb saying “Don’t look down

upon the beetle” this song tells of the magical way the earth-beetle is capable of
revolving the top part of its body to point in any direction. When playing the children
sing “Beetle, which way is my home?” And then follow whichever direction the beetle
points. In times of hardship, such as European occupation during Apartheid, this beetle
was seen as a guide, pointing to a better future for the people.

Igqirha lendlela nguqo ngqothwane
Seleqabele gqi thapha nguqo
ngqothwane

The road’s witchdoctor is the knocking beetle
He has passed by up the steep hill, the
knocking beetle
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Milele

This lullaby comes from Makeba’s Congo album. Sung in one of the many
languages spoken in the Congo, the translation is not known.
Na wo tsetsa mu ndeko dzari...
Tela mama ka mbanza kani tiari...
Ka bitsébèlé biani mbo ka lundila mwana butsana...
(Ooh mama...)
Na wo tsetsa mu ndeko dzari
Tela mama ka mbanza kani tiari...
Ka bitsébèlé biani mbo ka lundila mwana butsana...
(Ooh mama...)
Na wo tsetsa mu ndeko dzari
Tela mama ka mbanza kani tiari...
(Ooh mama...)
Na wo tsetsa mu ndeko dzari
Tela mama ka mbanza kani...
Tela mama ka mbanza kani...
(Tela mama ka mbanza kani)
yawula mama ka dzibikiri mwana...
(yawula mama ka dzibikiri mwana)
Tela mama ka mbanza kani...
(Tela mama ka mbanza kani...)
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Malaika
This Swahili classic tells of a man who loves a woman deeply but does not have
enough wealth to marry her.
Malaika
Nakupenda malaika
Ningekuoa mali we
Ningekuoa dada
Nashindwa na mali sina we
Ningekuoa malaika

Angel
I love you Angel
I would marry you
I would marry you sister
I fail with the property I do not have
I would marry an angel

Pesa
Zasumbua roho yangu
Nami nifanyeje, kijana mwenzio

Money
They bother my soul
And what should I do, fellow boy

Kidege
Hukuwaza kidege

Bird
You don't think of a plane

Pata Pata

Saguquga sathi bega
Nantsi Pata Pata

So we grooved and said: "Check it out!"
This is the Pata Pata...

Hiyo mama hiyo ma
Nantsi Pata Pata

That’s it, lady!
This is the Pata Pata…
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DMA VOICE LECTURE RECITAL: CHIMURENGA CHEPFUNGWA, A
CULTURALLY GROUNDED VOCAL CURRICULUM FOR THE MADZIMBABWE
SINGER
The University of Kentucky
School of Music
Presents

Tanyaradzwa Tawengwa – Nzou Mambano, Soprano
In a Doctoral Voice-Lecture Recital
With Etienne Charles, percussion and piano
Gerson Lazo-Quiroga, upright and electric bass
August 27, 2021
Music recorded at Boston Center for the Arts
Lecture Recital delivered via Zoom

Program
I. Lecture
Chimurenga ChePfungwa: A Culturally Grounded Vocal Curriculum for the
Madzimbabwe Singer
I.Performance
Selections arranged by Tanyaradzwa A. Tawengwa – Nzou Mambano
Anchulele
Tora Huta Hwako
Sarura Wako
Hurombo Gara Wega
This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements of the Doctor of
Music Arts in Voice Performance. Tanyaradzwa Tawengwa – Nzou Mambano is
a student of Dr. Angelique Clay-Everett
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Texts
Anchulele
Anchulele
Do you know my name?
My name is Tanyaradzwa
Amai ndiSayi
Baba ndiChale

Anchulele
Do you know my name?
My name is Tanyaradzwa
My mother is Sayi
My father is Chale

Tora Huta Hwako
Tora huta hwako
Ndoda kuenda!

Take your bow and arrow
I want to go!

Dzinoruma nyuchi!
Dzandiruma!
Dzinoruma nyuchi!

The bees sting!
They stung me!
The bees sting!

Sarura Wako
Sarura Wako
Wangu mutema
Azere nerudo
Anemwoyo munyoro
Anepfungwa dzepamusoro

Choose you lover!
Mine is dark
Full of love
With a kind heart
And elevated thoughts
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Hurombo Gara Wega
Ndiwudzeiwo kwakaenda vamwe?
Hurombo gara wega.
Ndiwudzeiwo kwakaenda vamwe shuwa?
Hurombo gara wega

Ndiwudzeiwo kwakaenda ambuya vangu?
Hurombo gara wega.
Ndiwudzeiwo kwakaenda sekuru vangu?
Hurombo gara wega.
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Tell me where the others went?
Poverty, pain and suffering leave me
alone.
Tell me where the other went, honestly?
Poverty, pain and suffering leave me
alone.
Tell me where my grandmother went?
Poverty, pain and suffering leave me
alone.
Tell me where my grandfather went?
Poverty, pain and suffering leave me
alone.
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